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3 L i q  SECTION I INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
i 
This is the final report  of a six-month study performed for the T\'MX-Ames 
The study was undertaken to establish the "power system applica- 
Research Center by the Astro-Electronics Division of RCX, under Contract 
KAS 2-2600. 
tions of gallium-arsenide solar cells for  solar  probe missions. " The major pur- 
poses of the study were to determine whether silicon o r  gallium-arsenide solar  
cel ls  are a t  all  applicable to solar-probe missions, and to establish the weight, 
area, and cost  requirements fo r  using such solar  cells in solar  probe mis- 
sions. 
proaching to within 0. 4 -At-*. 0. 51 AI-, 0. 291  A t - ,  and 0.  09 -AI7 of the Sun. Tra- 
jectories for these missims a r e  presented in Figures 1 through 4. respectively. 1 
(The specific missions considered invoived solar  probe trajectories ap- 
The results of this study indicate that, with the use of suitable temperature- 
control techniques, gallium-arsenide solar  cells will be a practical source for 
missions with so la r  approach distances down to 0.07 AU. 
will be feasible only if area, weight, o r  cost  can be increased beyond those 
l imits which presently appear practical. 
Closer approaches 
A s  so lar  cell temperature tends to rise with decreasing perihelion. an important 
par t  of the effort involved conceptual design of reliable. lightweight, temperature 
control systems. For  each temperature control technique considered, three dif- 
ferent types of so la r  a r r ay  designs were developed, to  independently minimize 
weight. a r e a .  and cost per  unit of power. Selected temperature control techniques 
were considered to  correlate s?-stem design n-ith distance from the Sun, establish- 
ing practical limits fo r  the iiiinimum perihelion. (There is no theoretical limit on 
perihelion; the minimum distances developed in this analysis a r e  based on practical 
weight and space limitations. ) 
A l l  findings of this study are based upon practical n-eight, a rea ,  and cost con- 
siderations for  each of the four solar-probe trajectories. However, as realistic 
vafues of solar-array temperatures are ultimately dependent upon spacecraft con- 
figuration and thermal design, the thermal considerations presented in this re- 
port  are subject to modification as required to reflect the specifics of power sys- 
tem and spacecraft design. 
* AU = " astronomical unit. " me XU is defined as the mean distance 
from the Earth to the Sun. 
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Figure 1. Solar Probe Trajectory f o r  0.4--4V Perihelion 
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Figure 2. Solar Probe Trajectory f o r  0. 51-AU Perihelion 
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Figure 3 .  Solar Probe Trajectorl- for  0.291-AU Perihelion 
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A .  SUMMARY 
A s  noted ea r l i e r ,  the specific missions considered in this study involved 
perihelions from 0. S1 to 0.09 AU. A design requirement n a s  that the solar  
a r r ay  provide a continuous power output, not falling beloir a specified level, for  
the ent i re  duration of each of these missions. Thus,  the possibility of varying the 
s y s t e m  duty cycle to fit the mission profile \vas not considered. However, such a 
possibility must be kept in mind. The solar  cell  output ni11 slowly vary as the 
spacecraft app rnache  the Sun, and a saving in array area  could he realized by 
matching the system power requirements to these variations. 
Xn i~iiporilini part  iif the stud-,. i n i . o t~ed  analyzing the effects sf en\-iron!i?ental 
factors on solar  vel1 operation. Specific factors considered for each of the four 
trajectories were high temperature, electron and proton irradiation, ultraviolet 
ir radiation , m ic r om e te o 1- i te bo m h ar  d m en t , an tl s ol a 1' w in d . C h ai-g e d - par  tic 1 e 
f l w  encountered for each trajectory v, as calculated and con\ er ted to a damage 
equivalent of noi-mally incident 17.6-Mev proton f l u s .  
gallium-arsenide and silicon soiar cel ls  \yere calculated 3s func tioiis of mono- 
energetic f l u .  
Output characterist ics of 
The efficiencies of both gallium-arsenide and silicon solar cells were deter-  
mined as functions of operating temperature and i r radimce.  
based upon characterist ics of t! pical state-of-the-art cells, eitrapolating the 
current-teiiiperatuft. :inti I oltage-temperature coeif icients to conditiolis of high 
illumination intensity. , The effects of variations in >3l:+r-Celi base res i s t iv ih  
and spectral  response,  2nd the effects 3i non-normal il!uc;i:iation incideiice, 
u ere also considered. 
(This analysis was 
Based on the anal>-ses described above, electrical  output i.ersus time was plotted 
for  each of the four selected trajectories,  for both gallium-arsenide and silicon 
solar cells. The following solar array characterist ics ii ere determined: 
Perihelion power; 
Power-to-area ratio; 
Power-to-weight ratio; . PO'I*,P'-til)-C0Sf ratio. 
Thermal analyses were perfornied to develop several  (general) temperature 
control techniques applicahle to use in solar  probe missions. 
array deployment \+ere considered, each of i\ hich provides a lou.er operating 
temperature than \\roulcl a flat array oriented normal to the sun vector: 
Four methods of 
i 
(1) Tilting the a r r ay  with respect to the sun vector; 
( 2 )  Deploying a sun  shield to reduce the intensity of 
inc ide n t radiation; 
(3)  Reducing the packing factor (ratio of solar cell  area 
to total a r r a y  area); and 
(4) Tilting the array aw'ay f r o m  the Sun and using a cylindrical 
mi r ro r  to reflect  the incident irradiation onto the array.  
Both gallium-arsenide and silicon solar-cell a r r ays  were designed for missions 
having 0.4*, 0.51**,  and 0.291** AT; perihelions. 
calculated €or the array desigm to be used in the Extended Pioneer (a spinning, 
cylindrical array) .  Hybrid a r rays ,  consisting of both gdlium-arsenide and 
silicon solar cells,  were designed for the niissions having 0. 51-AU and 0.291-AU 
perihelions. Because of the severe temperatures anticipated, only a gallium- 
arsenide a r r ay  u-as designed for the mission having a 0. G9** AL perihelion. Temp- 
erature  control techniques a r e  required for silicon solar-cell a r r ays  a t  the 0.291- 
AT; perihelion and for  gallium-arsenide solar-cell a r r ays  at the 0. 09-AV perihelion. 
The minimum perihelion was  
B. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATlONS 
The resul ts  of this study show that a so lar  cell a r r a y  is a fsasible power 
source for solar  probe missions. The most severe  environmental constraints 
imposed by the four missions considered (solar probe trajectories with peri- 
helions of 0 . 4 ,  0 . 5 1 ,  0 .291 ,  and 6. OSAU, respectively) will be the high temp- 
eratures induced by proximity to the Sun. A s  high temperatures decrease solar-  
cell  output, a thermal control system must be used for silicon solar-cell a r r ays  
a t  the 0.291--41: perihelion and gallium-arsenide solar-cell arrays a t  the 0.09-AU 
perihelion. Because of the greater temperature sensitivity of silicon solar cells 
their use is precluded for the 0.09-At: mission. 
If a 9-mil glass  covering is provided, charged-particle radiation should produce 
no damage in a gallium-arsenide solar  cell  for any of the four missions con- 
sidered. However, substantial radiation effects are anticipated for the silicon 
solar cells. For  a 0.2-AU perihelion (the minimum perihelion for a silicon 
solar-cell a r r ay ) ,  charged-particle radiation would reduce the output of silicon 
cel ls  by from 30 to 35 percent. 
Becauee of the extremely wide range of azra j  zperating voltages (caused by the 
severe temperature excursions experienced a!nng the trajectory),  maximum 
power-point tracking must be used for every array.  Such a tracking tec-hnique 
would cause the array power to be supplied a t  that voltage a t  which power output 
* Extended Pioneer (Spin-stabilized Vehicle) 
** Advanced Pioneer (Sun-oriented Vehicle) 
is maximum, matching the poner system requirements to the a r r ay  character-  
ist ics at each p ~ i n t  in time. 
T’ne assumptiom made to perform the solar-cell power calculations reflect the 
uncertainty regarding photovoltaic energy conversion processes in the near-Sun 
environment. Gallium-arsenide solar  cells appear very attractive for solar 
probes if the assumptions concerning high-intensity cur ren t  generation and cell 
efficiency: linearity of temperature coefficients up to 575OK, and stable solar- 
cell performance during long periods of high-temperature o p r a t i o n  are valid. 
However , before development can proceed, further experimental work must be 
carried out to tes t  these assumptions. 
Annealing of charged-particle irradiation damage in silicon a t  high temperatures 
(3?5 tcr 475 KI would considerably improve the a r r ay  efficiency for  those mis- 
sions lvhere high temperature does not preclude the u s e  of silicon solar  cells. 
Precise  annealing rates as functions of temperature and damage types and r a t e s  
also remain to be determined in subsequent programs. 
0 
Thermal control techniques are essential to near-Sun approaches with solar- 
cell a r rays .  
temperature of the array hy as much as 400 K from that experienced for  a 
flat, normally oriented array.  
The techniques considered in this study will reduce the operating 
0 
Considerable experimental data must be obtained for  both silicon and gallium- 
arsenide solar cells before a specific design of a solar  a r r ay  is attempted. 
Based on the information gathered duriig this study, further testing is recom- 
mended to determine: 
Vltraviolet irradiation degradation of the solar cell ,  
cover glass,  and cover-glass adhesive, expressed 
as a function of solar irradiance and temperature. 
Effects of high temperature on the stability of solar- 
cell operation, efficiency of energy conversion, 
functions of all a r r ay  materials, and annealing of 
electron and proton irradiation degradation. 
Effects of high solar  irradiance on the short-circuit 
current ,  open-circuit voltage, and output characterist ics 
of solar cells, and the optiifiiiri; grid cmtact configuration. 
Effectiveness of the temperature-controi techniques 
described in this report. 
8 
In addition to these tests,  it is further recommended that the gallium-arsenide 
solar-cell production facility a t  the Electronic Components and Devices Division 
of RCA be reestablished. 
gallium-arsenide cells analyzed during this study, is currently dismantled and 
the cognizant personnel have been reassigned. The successful development of 
the gallium-arsenide solar-cell a r rays  is dependent upon reestablishing this 
facility. 
This facility, which produced the high-efficiency 
This effort is defined in Phase 11 of the Development Plan. * 
* As defined in the Development Plan, Section V I  of this report. 
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SECTfON 
SOLAR-CELL DEGRADATION FACTORS 
Environmental factors which tend to  degrade the power output of both sili- 
con and gallium-arsenide solar  cells will be encountered in the four solar-probe 
missions. A discussion of the thermal, chai-ged-particle irradiation, ultraviolet 
i r r a d i a t i on, mi c r om e t e o r i t e b om ba r d m e nt and s ola r w i nd e nv i r o nme nt a 1 fact o r  s 
i s  presented in the following paragraphs. nPth the exception of the thermal  
factor, each of t!;esc cnsiromnen121 betors  is cumulative and i s  not revers -  
ible. 
A DEGRADATION DUE TU THERMAL ENVIRONMENT 
The primary degrading effect on solar-cell po\\er output is the dzcrease 
in cell efficiency ni th  increasing temperatures.  Figure 5 sholvs the relation- 
ship of silicon and gallium-arsenide conversion efficiency a s  a function of cell 
temperature and equivalent solar intensity. Xt air-mass-zero efficiencies of 10.5 
percent for  silicon and 5.6 percent for  gallium arsenide (measured a t  300aK) ,  
these curves indicate that silicon cel ls  retain their  higher efficiencies until a 
temperature level of 380CK is reached. 
arsenide cel ls  are superior. Zero efficiency is reached at a temperature of 
466'E; for silicon lvhile gallium arsenide does not reach zErG efficiency until 
.?60' K. The thermal effect noted here i s  instantaneous, noncumulative and 
reversible.  Secondary thermal degrading effects a lso result  due to  the materials 
used for  thermal and power optimization. Slarerials having low solar-absorptivity 
used on thermal control a r e a s  a re  subject t o  permanent degradation by ultraviolet 
irradiation, charged-particle irradiation, and micrometeorites. This degrada- 
tion produces an increase in the a r r ay  temperature. Multilayer optical f i l ters 
bonded to  the solar cell are temperature sensitive in that the cutoff points and 
the transmission level shift with temperature.  The construction of the solar 
a r r a y  must be such as to minimize thermal gradients betu-een the cells and the 
substrate, especially for  the high solar-constant missions, or ser ious degrada- 
tions can result. 
For higher temperatures,  the gallium- 
8.  DEGRADATION DUE TO CHARGED-PARTICLE IRRADIATION 
The charged-particle radiation environment tnaz the s o h -  ceiis v, ill expei-i- 
ence is assumed to consist primarily of solar-flare protons. 
is based on the information (shown in Figure 6) provided by the SASA-ARC solar- 
f lare  model. The flare particle count is specified a s  8.5 s 10" protons/cm2/year. 
a t  energies greater  than 20 M e v  and isotropic a t  1 A'L'(so1ar-flare protons 
received in the vicinity of the Earth). 
This assumption 
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Assuming that the yearly dose given in Figure 6 is the result of continuous emis- 
sion from the Sun throughout the  year,  the dose received by the solar cells at  any 
given time a s  a function of vehicle trzjectory is computed by applying the 1/R2 
la\&- where R is the sun-probe distaiice in Al'. 
From Figures 1 through 4 i t  can be seen that t h e  probe trajectories a r e  in a ~37s- 
tem of coordinates where the earth-sun line is held fixed to show the relative 
positions of the Sun-Earth and the solar probe at all points of the orbit. The 
total radiation dose encountered by a solar probe at  any given time in orbit is 
determined as a function of the sun-probe distance and the appropriate multiply- 
ing factors that can be applied to the yearly earth proton fluxes given i n  Figure 6. 
This is expressed as: 
Orbit dose = (yearly earth dose)(multiplying factor) proton/cm2 
The charged particles encountered by the solar cells during the course of their 
trajectory toward the Sun a r e  responsible for degradation of the solar-cell opera- 
tional parameters;  these a r e  short-circuit current (Isc), maximum-power cur- 
rent (Ipm), maximum-power voltage (Vpm), and open-circuit voltage (Voc). 
The total cumulative 17.6 Mev proton normally incident damage-equivalent flux 
density, cbT, has been calculated for each of the four solar-probe trajectories 
at  20-day intervals, using the follou-ing data: 
A calculated flux multiplying factor A ,  which relates flux 
density to  probe distance from the Sun, 
The annual flux rate for  earth orbit for protons with energy 
greater  than 5 Mev, by, 
0 
0 The omnidirectional infinite backshielding correction factor, and 
0 A damage factor based on the proton damage curve.3 
The damage-equivalent 17.6-Mev proton flux is chosen a s  the common flux meas- 
ure in comparing the radiation damage effects on the silicon solar cell and the 
gallium-arsenide solar cell because of limitations on test t ime in the cyclotron 
used for proton t e ~ t i n g . ~  The total 17.6-MeV flux (#T)  is calculated as the 
product of the four factors: 
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where 
A 
Kd 
61, is the encountered flux. 
is the flux multiplying factor, 
is the omnidirectional factor, 
is the 17.6-Mev proton equivalent damage factor and 
From the proton energy-range relationship i t  is known that approximately 9 mils 
of fused silica will stop protons with energies below 5 MeV. This thickness of 
glass shielding was selected for  both the silicon and gallium-arsenide cel ls  for  
the four missions under consideration because protons with energies below 5 Jlev 
c a s e  a disproportionately large amount of damage to the solar cells.  
The expression for  6 is valid with the following assumptions: T 
(1) The damage caused by each proton in the 5- to 60-33ev range is 
equivalent to that caused by a 17.6-blev particle. 
energies encompasses 99 percent of the vehicle-encountered 
protons. 
The solar cell is assumed to  have infinite backshielding. Since 
the solar  cell will be traveling toward t h e  Sun, which is the 
soui-ce of protons, practically all  the damage will be caused by 
particles impinging on the light-active surface of the solar cell. 
This range of 
(2) 
A review of the data source art icles4 shows that these assumptions a r e  reason- 
able fo r  the solar cells and the missions being coilsidered. 
Having obtained the damage-equivalent 17. G-Nev proton fluxes, t h e  irradiation 
degradation of the solar-cell current and voltage parameters a r e  plotted a s  a 
function of total encountered li. 6-Xlev particles per ern' for low-resistivity, 
n-on-p silicon solar cells (Figure 7)  and p-on-n gallium-arsenide solar c?lls 
(Figure 8). For  the four missions being considered, the highest value of inte- 
grated 17.6-Mev proton flux dosage is less  than 2 . 5  x 10" protondcm';  there- 
fore, negligible radiation damage is experienced by the cover-glassed gallium- 
arsenide solar  cell. Significant damage is produced by this flux on the cover- 
glassed silicon solar cells as shown in the degraded values of their  output char- 
acter is t ics  (presented later in this report). 
A reduction in the number of particles pe r  unit area encountered by t he  solar 
probes will be affected by the solar-cell a r ray  cooiing ittcimiques dcszribcd i n  
Section W .  Since the encountered flux is essentially unidirectional, rotating 
the solar-cell  panels away from normal solar incidence will reduce t h e  encount- 
e red  flux by the cosine of the off-normal angle. This will also cause the charged 
particles to see an effectively thicker cover-glass shielding. The result  will be 
a lower damage rate  of the solar-cell output power; the amount of damage may be 
determined after the off-normal angle versus time in orbit has been specified. 
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In the a r r a y  cooling techmque utilizing an :nrt.n=i!!--rt.ducillg s u n  shield, the den- 
sity and thickness i;f the perforated ~etal l ;cr .  shield iri-111 contribute to the shielding 
of the solar  cells. If the sun  shield is only one or two mils thick, its protection 
is negligible, but ten ~ i -  more mi l i  oi  s!?ie!dirig wijl reduce the charged-particle 
radiation damage to  the solar cells  by a signiiicant amount. 
The technique which t i l ts  the solar-tell  panel surface-normal vector at right 
angles to the incident solar irradiance and reflects energy to the cells by means 
of a m i r r o r  will almost completely eliminate the damage to  the solar cells from 
charged-particle irradiation. This ri?sults from the fact that the cells a r e  geo- 
metrically shielded and that high-energy protons a r e  not reflected from the m i r r o r  
d u 1- face " 
f .  DEGRADATION DUE IO ULTRAVIOLET IRRADiATION 
At low values af 2018r f lux  (1 a u n ) ,  extensive testing oi the solar  cell assem- 
bly (conefeting of R t ramparent  adhesive, filters? fused silica covers ,  and silicon 
solar calls) has led to confidence in reliable prediction oi performance of such 
assemblies for near-earth missions. However. test data for near-sun missions 
are either epcrrse or nonexistent and therefore confidence in  predicting perform- 
ance fa law. 
Transparent adhesive systems u n d c ~ g o  photoehcrnical decomposition as a result  
of ultraviolet t i s p o s u ~ e  n-hich changes the opiit a l  properties of the solar-cell 
~ ~ s e m b l l e s .  This resu!ts in 21 I-rriuc-!ion of tr:insmittetl I igh~ aiid 811 attendant 
increase i n  the adhesive :zbsorptivl;J. i%i:lch increases s u l n r -  cell operating tempera- 
ture, The r-rlrctiojz r j i  a n  ndhesivc wtzs: include the c.cl;33jcicrnt3on of its rcsismnce 
tu  ultravialer irradiation. ,$dhesive s) s t k i l i "  r ; x h  az thv  +illemirst which ha\ e a 
minimal tihsorption o! ultraviolet photoes, provide a mininium degradation of 
optical properties. To give the adhi 2i\ e 5ys:rt.m protection from ultraviolet 
exposure, filters evaporated on glass  covers a r e  used. These fi l ters a r e  com- 
monly of the blue-red type; i t  1s the b!ue cutoff end of the filter which affords the 
protection, 
Filters exposed to ultraviolet irradiation, show an initial decrease in  their  trans- 
infssian properties, The bulk of this effect occurs during the first 20 hours  in  
sunlight, either in  vacuum or  :n the atmosphere. The effect amounts to a five- 
perc-e~r decrease In t i*EiiSiTiiss:c::, 5s'hieh C!OP_S nnt signific.antly change after the 
first 2G huUrsi. 
lnted 4-years sunlight exposure a t  one-sun tlistawe. 
Testing h n s  c c ~ n f i m i ~ r l  !h is  cbo!iclusion for  periods up to a simu- 
Unfortunately, most of the ultraviolet radiation tests have been conducted in the 
spectral range from 30Oc)-4000 K ,  whereas at close distances to the Sun, the 
solar-cell assembly will be su'njecred to the ex<trerne ultraviolet spectrum of the 
Sun (28.2 A ,  304 4 , and 333 A ; at the mean s o l a  irradiance of 304 1 the 
energy density is 3 s IO-' w/c& ). In addition t o  the Consideration of wave- 
length, the effects of the  long-term ultraviolet radiation 09 cmer glass,  filters, 
transparent adhesives and solar cells a r e  unknown. 
0. DEGRADATION DUE TO MiCROMETEORITE ENVIRONMENT 
Calculated results of solar-cell micrometeorite damage based on estimates 
of the micrometeorite particle flux atid velocitj- distribution as  functions of dis- 
tance from the Sun indicates very little effect on solar-cell degradation (approxi- 
mately one percent loss  per year). However, due to uncertainties in the flux and 
velocity distribution of rhe micrometeorite environment, the degradztion of solar-  
cell surfaces may be much higher. Therefore, a micrometeorite degradation 
factor of 0.95 (believed to he conservative) is used in estimating the solar-cell 
perf or  ma nc e. 
E. DEGRADATION DUE TO SOLAR WIND 
The solar  cells will be subjected to a continuous flux of solar wind plasma. 
Solar wind plasma consists of low-energy protons of about 500-ev energy levels 
and having a density of 30 protons/cm3. In addition to the low-energy protons, 
the solar wind plasma probably consists of approximately 15 percent alpha- 
particles, 0 .1  percent oxygen and carbon ions, 0 . 0 1  percent nitrogen and silicon 
ions, and 0.001 percent magnesium, sulfur, and iron ions. 
The average velocity of the plasma for quiet conditions is about 600 km/sec and 
the particle flus is 2 x l o8  protons?cm2. For  the solar-flare conditions occurring 
on the average of twice per month and lasting 20,000 seconds in  the worst year  of 
the eleven-year cycle, the flux increases by one order  of magnitude, the particle 
velocity increases to 1000 km/sec, and the pa r t ide  energy increases from 1 to 5 
kev. Since protons up to 40 kev wil l  be completely absorbed by 0.235 micron of 
silicon dioxide, the resulting damage to solar cells with 9 mils of fused silica is 
insignificant. 
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SECTION Ill 
CALCULATION OF I-V CURVE CHARACTERISTICS 
FOR SILICON AND GALLIUM-ARSENIDE 
SOLAR CELLS 
A. INTRODUCTION 
Calculations were made to determine the relative performance of n-on-p. 
silicon solar-eelis and p-on-n. gal!iurn-arsenide solar cells for the four so la r  
probe missions (0 .51 ,  0.40, 0.291. and 0.09 AU).  In making the performance 
calculations, it was necessary because of lack of test  data to omit two degrada- 
tion factors from the calcalations. These are the ultraviolet irradiation degra- 
dation and the i r revers ible  thermal degradation of the solar  cell, cover glass.  
and cover-glass adhesive assembly. It is known that the ultraviolet radiation at a 
one sun environment can produce up to about 5 percent degradation in silicon 
solar-cell  current ,  but ultraviolet testing at higher intensities has not been r e -  
ported and a reasonable estimate of the damage due to intensities of up to 120 
s u m  cannot presently be made. In a final report  prepared under NASA Contract 
KAS-9006, a loss in efficiency of gallium-arsenide solar  cells after storage at 
high temperatures (20O-25O0C) is reported.' However, this data is not sufficient 
to allow the selection of a high-temperature degradation design factor. It is 
realized that either of these factors, ultraviolet damage o r  high-temperature 
degradation, can severely limit the use of solar  cells for  the solar-probe mis- 
sions, and the need for  further testing is required. 
Two approximations were required in order  to predict both the silicon and gallium- 
arsenide solar-cell characteristics for  the solar-probe missions. The first ap- 
proximation requires that the low temperature ( <375OK) and low-intensity (one 
sun) performance data for  the silicon so lar  cells be extrapolated to the high tem- 
perature (375OK <T<475OK) and high intensity (10 suns and above) ranges. The 
second approximation requires a similar type of extrapolation to describe the 
gallium-arsenide solar-cell operating characterist ics for  the missions. These 
approximations are necessary because very little test data exists fo r  gallium- 
arsenide cel ls ,  and silicon cell  test data is limited over 375% and above one- 
sun intensity. 
The 303'K air-rnass-zern I-!: curt-e  characteristic^ used fer the 1 u 2 c z ,  
cover-glassed solar  cells at the beginning of each of the four missions (0 days) 
are given in Table 1. 
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TABLE 1. 1-1’ CURVE CX4RACTERISTICS A T  BEGIShTiNG OF hlISSI0NS 
Isco 
(ma) 
I Efficiency 
Ipm Vpm Yo,, (Ail* >\lass Zero) Pma, 
(ma) (mv) (ms) (% (mW 
These selected values a r e  representative of approximately the best  ten percent 
of the present product.6* 
were taken from the referenced report‘ air-mass-one data and changed to air- 
mass-zero values with the spectral correction factor of 1 . 1 7 .  
The characteristics for the gallium-arsenide cell 
Silicon 63.0 57.5 
Gallium Arsenide 33.8 30.2 
The temperature shift parameters  used for the I-V curve characteristic calcufa- 
tions are given in Table 2. 
460 580 10 .5  26.4 
720 910 8 . 6  21.7 
TABLE 2.  TEMPERATII’RE SHIFT P-4RAMETERS 
~~ ~ 
0.04 -2.5 I 0.03 -2.8 Silicon Gallium Arsenide 
I 
~ ~~ 
-2 .5 
-2.8 
7. me teeipcrabzse sh i f t  for Inm is obtained with the equation 
r 
- lsc 
IPm 
= 1.07 i (T-273) X 10’’ 
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where T is temperature in  degrees Kelvin. The silicon temperature-shift param- 
e te rs  and the Isc/Ipm relationship were obtained from reference 7. 
lium-arsenide temperature-shift parameters were taken from reference 6 .  
The gal- 
The general procedure used to calculate the 1-1' curve characterist ics of the solar 
cells as they trace the trajectories of the so la r  probes a r e  described in the following 
four paragraphs. 
B. AIR-MASS-ZERO SHORT-CIRCUIT CURRENT (AM0 IS,) 
This characteristic is calculated for each 20-day i n t e i ~ a l .  The procedure 
consists of three s teps .  each of which takes into account one of the three major 
environmental factors that affect the cell.  These a r e  the radiation. the cell 
temperature.  and the illumination intensity. 
Step 1. Radiation Correction on -4310 Isc 
This is done by entering the curves (Figures 7 and 8) of normal- 
ized A310 short-circuit current versus flux of 17.6-Xlev protons with the flux 
(pT) a t  the beginning of each of the 20-day intervals and applying the normalized 
current  obtained to #e 303OfC unbombarded value of A310 short-circuit  current.  
The correction is given by the equation 
where the subscript R designates a radiation-correction value and 7 is the nor- 
malized current obtained from the radiation degradation curve. 
SCR Step 2. Temperature Correction on A 3 1 0  I 
Temperature correction for the short-circuit current  is per- 
formed with the equation 
In this equation, T is the temperature in OK, the subscript T designates 
temperature-corrected vdiis, a d  - is the short-circuit current temp- 
e ra ture  sensitivity. The sensitivities used are 0.04 ma/'K for siiiooii u e i h  
and 0.03 ma/'K for allium-arsenide cells. The value for si!icon is an approxi- 
taken from ComSat study test  results. '  This value is mation of the .41\10 - 
fo r  a lightly bombarded solar cell and is approximately 0.06 percent Isc per OK. 
The gallium-arsenide value is calculated f rom data in reference 6. 
d Is, 
dT 
f I 
dT 
2i 
RT Step 3. Illumination Intensity Correction on A M 0  Ise 
Correction for illumination intensity is based on the assumptions 
that the Sun's intensity is inversely proportional to the square of t h e  distance from 
the cell to the Sun. The first appro>;imation a s sumes  that the Sun is a point 
source; this is valid as  long a s  the nearest approach is greater  than 8 to 1@ solar 
diameters. The nearest  approach is 8 million miles, approximately ten diameters.  
For the initial analysis it is also assumed that the short-circuit  current is directly 
proportional to the Sun's intensity, although it is known that with increasing inten- 
sity the series-cell  resistance ultimately causes the Is, to saturate. However, 
a t  10 to 15 suns which is the limiting normal intensity for thermal reasons, the 
departure f rom proportionality may be small with current production cells. 
The expression which incorporates variable illumination is 
se 
R2 
n 
- - A M 0  ISCTR 
S C ~ ~ ~  
A M 0  I 
where the subscript S designates illumination corrected,  R,, is the distance from 
the Sun to the Earth and R is the distance from the Sun to the solar cell. 
c. AIR-MASS-ZERO MAXIMUM POWER CURRENT (AM0 I,, 1 
The maximum power current is obtained for each 20-day interval. Calcu- 
lations are made using the corrected short-circuit current  ( A M 0  Iscms) and the 
current distortion factor. The distortion factor,  in the ratio of the short-circuit 
current to the maximum power current,  is defined in the equation 
D = 1.07 + (T-273) % 10" 
where T is the temperature in OK. 
The maximum power current is 
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D. AIR-MASS-ZERO OPEN-CIRCUIT VOLTAGE (AM0 Voct 
This characterist ic is calculated in the same manner as the short-circuit  
current;  the procedure ccnsists of three steps which take into account the effects 
of radiation, temperature, and illumination intensity. 
Step 1. Radiation Correction on AM0 VOc 
The correction for radiation is made by entering the curves 
( Figures 7 and 8) of normalized AM0 open-circuit voltage versus flux of 17.6- 
mev protons with the flux ( 4 ~ )  for each of the 2O-day intervaIs and applying the 
normalized Voc obtained to the 303'K unbombarded value of AM0 open-circuit 
voltage. The correction is given by the equation 
where the subscript R designates radiation corrected and 
ratio for  the voltage. 
is the fractional 
OCR 
Step 2. Temperature Correction on A M 0  V 
The temperature correction is made using the equation 
where the subscript T designates temperature corrected,  T is the temperature 
is the open-circuit voltage temperature sensitivity. The sensi-  ~ ' O C  i n  OK and -dT 
tivity used are  minus 2 . 5  mv/OK for silicon and minus 2.8 rnvr/OK for gallium 
arsenide. The silicon value i s  a worst case approximation for low resistivity 
solar cells.  The gallium-arsenide value is taken from the reporta  referred to 
previously. 
OCR T Step 3. Illumination Intensity Correction on AM0 V 
Correction for illumination intensity is made using the equation 
where a is a multiplier, K is Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute temp- 
e ra ture  in degrees Centigrade and q is the basic electronic charge. The only 
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The temperature used in  the solar-cell characterist ic calculations were obtained 
f rom the equation 
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assumption made (over and above those used in the short-circuit  current calcula- 
tions) is u;ith regard to the multiplier a . Calculations for  ComSat silicon solar  
cells gave a value of 1 for a . On this basis the value of 1 was used f o r  all cal- 
culations on both silicon 2nd gallium-arsenide cells. 
E. AIR-MASS-ZERO MAXIMUM POWER VOLTAGE (AM0 Vpm) 
The maximum power voltage is calculated using the equation 
A M 0  VpmR TS = A M 0  VocRTS (AM0 Voc - A M 0  Vpm) 
where A M 0  Voc and A M 0  Vpm are the values for the unbonibarded solar cell 
under one sun a t  a temperature of 303'K. 
The assumptions made are: (1) that the solar cells s e r i e s  resistance does not 
change with temperature and radiation, and (2) that i t  decreases with increasing 
illumination (short-circuit current) .  Tests on un-irradiated silicon solar cells 
(Kimbus and ComSat programs) and gallium-arsenide solar  cells show that tem- 
perature does not materially affect ser ies  resistance. Output characterist ics 
of silicon solar  cel ls  show that this is essentially t rue fo r  post-irradiated cells.  
Fo r  variable illumination intensity, tests show that the ser ies  resistance of cur-  
rent production silicon so lar  cells decreases with increasing illumination up to 
four  o r  f ive suns. 
F. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The corrected results obtained for the I-V curve characterist ics of both 
cell  types a r e  listed in Tables 3 through 6. In the 0.09-AU calculations, the 
solar-cell temperature is limited by controlling the intercepted solar  intensity. 
For  example, if the maximum desired temperature is 573OK which is obtained 
with a normally incident illumination of 15 suns, the same temperature may be 
maintained when the normally incident illumination is 20 suns by the use of an 
appropriate temperature-controlling technique. Silicon cell temperature is 
limited to 468OK. 
where 
N 
cr 
T 
s 
0.95 
4 (Extended Pioneer, spin-stabilized vehicle), 
2 (Advanced Pioneer, sun-oriented a r ray) ,  
Stef an-Boltz mam constant , 
temperature, and 
solar  constant. 
Output characterist ics (I-V curves) for  the silicon and gaflium-arsenide solar  
cells are shown in Figures 9 and 10. These ciirp-es represent the closest sun 
approach conditions for  the cel ls  in the 0.4 and 0.51 AU missions, respectively. 
Figures 11 and 12 are predicted I-V characterist ic curves for the gallium-arsenide 
so la r  cell  for temperatures of 375 to 525'K at equivalent solar  illumination in- 
tensities of 10 and 5 suns, respectively. 
G. EFFECT OF SOLAR CELL MISMATCH ON OUTPUT POWER 
The spread in cell-to-cell output characterist ics caused by variations in the 
base resistivity and variations in the spectral  response characterist ics is known 
for  silicon solar  cells. A t  this point in the development of gallium-arsenide cells 
it can be assumed that their  spread is like that of silicon. 
Base resistivity of silicon cells can be controlled during production such that this 
parameter will vary between I and 2 ohm-centimeters fo r  a low-resistivity cell 
and. typically, bemeen 7 and 13 ohm-centimeters for a nominal I 0  ohm-centimeter 
cell. The high-resistivity cells a r e  superior in radiation resistance and have a 
grea te r  short-circuit current  output and a lower open-circuit voltage output than 
the low-resistivity cell at room temperature conditions. The room temperature 
maximum power is approximately the same for  both high- and low-resistisity cel ls ,  
but at elevated temperatures the low-resistivity cell exhibits greater  power be- 
cause of the smaller value of its voltagetemperature coefficient. 
Spectral response variations in silicon so lar  cells of a given base resistivity can 
cause a difference in current output of ~3 to 4 percent under tungsten illumination. 
" Blue-shifted" cells ( I .  e., cells whose spectral response is relatively greater  in 
the shor te r  wavelength region of the solar  spectrum) exhibit higher output power 
after exposure to charged-particle irradiation than do the normal, o r  '' red-shifted" , 
so lar  cells. For  this reason solar-cell manufacturers strive to obtain blue-shifted 
cells during production runs. 
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64.1 30.8 
70.0 34.0 
95.5 46.8 
178.0 85.4 
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--- 127.5 
--- 142.0 
142.0 
223.0123.0 
--- 
142.0 
142.0 
142.0 
132.9 
x I 
61.91 619 
82.3 548 
145.1 394 
186.5 318 
195 
79 
177.5 227 
79 
63.3 569 
47.2 644 
44.6 658 
48.8 628 
69.0 532 
--- 25 6 
79 
79 
79 
82.0 485 
50.4 616 
41.3 653 
44.4 638 
60.4 553 
304 
--- 
_ _ _  I --- I 
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Si 
837 
809 
738 
584 
508 
385 
269 
269 
ill 7 
759 
s 34 
848 
81 8 
7 22 
44 6 
269 
2 69 
269 
675 
SO6 
84 3 
828 
743 
494 
Si 
*1i. 6 Mev 
Kotes: In this probe. the solar array was tilted off-normal from sun vector 
to limit maximum array temperature to  5733K for gallium arsenide. 
Characteristics given are corrected f o r  radiation. temperature,  and 
illumination. 
Temp. 
(OK) 
329 
339 
369 
433 
4 65 
513 
573 
573 
463 
361 
331 
325 
337 
375 
493 
573 
573 
573 
395 
343 
327 
333 
367 
473 
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TABLE 4. 1-1' CCRVL CZ4n"ACTERfSTIrS FOR 0.291-AU MISSION 
Days 
After 
Launch 
0 
20 
40 
60 
75 
80 
90 
98 
100 
116 
120 
140 
160 
180 
200 
220 
240 
260 
264 
280 
29 6 
300 
3 20 
340 
Cumu 1 at i ve 
'roton FIW* 
$1. x 10" 
( p/cm2 ) 
----- 
0.066 
0.138 
0.238 
0.450 
----- 
----- 
----- 
1.075 
1.500 
1.650 
1.750 
1.810 
1.890 
1.950 
2.040 
2.160 
2.460 
3.100 
3.380 
3.500 
----- 
----- 
-- 
;&AS 
34.5 
35.6 
44.0 
68.1 
135.0 
180.5 
3i2.0 
t60.0 
M9.0 
142.0 
127.5 
51.3 
40.0 
35.3 
37.4 
44.0 
80.7 
126.0 
142.0 
375.0 
173.0 
125.0 
61.4 
42.2 
2%. 0 
328.0 
322.0 
200.0 103.1 
80.7 44.4 
62.7 35.4 
55.5 31.4 
58.7 30.2 
68.5 38.5 
125.0 68.6 
193.0 102.0 
216.0 113.0 
--- 273.0 
259.0 138.0 
187.0 101.0 
92.0 52.7 
63.3 37.2 
I 
--- 
177.5 324 
162.0 379 
69.9 566 
55.4 623 
19.6 645 
52.2 641 
60.0 598 
106.3 520 
156.2 371 
172.0 324 
206.0 332 
151.5 378 
79.0 341 
55.8 620 
I 44* --- 
Si 
39 8 
382 
341 
226 
85 
I_ 
70 
117 
277 
327 
34 7 
342 
304 
235 
104 
61 
65 
108 
244 
312 
--- 
3 a A S  
840 
833 
788 
66 8 
512 
453 
301 
169 
190 
514 
569 
756 
813 
831 
788 
71 0 
561 
514 
234 
5 22 
568 
531 
810 
a35 
Si 
518 
502 
461 
346 
205 
--- 
--- 
--- 
190 
23 7 
39 7 
44 7 
467 
462 
424 
355 
224 
I81 
185 
228 
364 
432 
--- 
Temp. 
(OK) 
328 
327 
349 
39 7 
463 
489 
559 
61 1 
603 
463 
44 1 
362 
339 
330 
33 2 
349 
3 83 
444 
463 
583 
46 3 
441 
373 
34 1 
$17.6 Mev 
**Linear distortion factor approximation breaks down at the higher temperatures; 
experimental values required for  meaningful estimates. 
Characteristics give.1 are corrected for radiation, temperature, and illumination 
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TABLE 5. I-V CURVE CIt4RACTERISTICS FOR 0.4-AU MISSION 
Days 
After 
Launch 
0 
20 
40 
60 
80 
100 
120 
14 0 
160 
180 
200 
220 
~ 
----- 
0.065 
0.138 
0.238 
0.400 
0.775 
1.200 
1.390 
1.510 
1.560 
1.640 
1.700 
(I] 
GaAs 
33.0 
34.4 
41.9 
58.4 
108.5 
247.5 
173.5 
77.4 
46.7 
36.8 
33.0 
34.3 
58.0 790 
59.1 783 
71.6 776 
94.2 705 
163.0 625 
332.0 430 
235.0 494 
111.0 658 
69.5 742 
49.3 795 
51.8 791 
55.7 782 
Si GaAs 
525 980 
507 973 
493 966 
429 895 
351 815 
175 620 
223 684 
365 848 
436 932 
472 972 
485 985 
479 981 
Si 
645 
627 
61 3 
549 
471 
29 5 
343 
485 
556 
592 
605 
599 
- 
Temp. 
( O K )  
277 
280 
29 1 
314 
35 0 
432 
403 
334 
298 
281 
275 
277 
Note: 
* 17.6 Mev 
Characteristics given are corrected for radiation, temperature, and 
illumination. 
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I -  
Days 
After 
Launch 
0 
20 
40 
60 
80 
100 
120 
140 
160 
160 
200 
220 
240 
260 
280 
300 
3 20 
340 
360 
----- 
0.066 
0.138 
0.212 
0.312 
0.463 
0.700 
1.000 
1.190 
1. 315 
1.400 
1.470 
1.550 
1 550 
1.670 
1.760 
1.870 
1.960 
2.080 
iaAS 
34.5 
35.2 
37.6 
47.2 
66.2 
93.0 
152.5 
144.5 
89.6 
53.4 
38.1 
33.3 
33.2 
36.1 
45.0 
60.5 
91.0 
137.5 
139.0 
232.0 116.5 
145.5 74.6 
86.3 46.2 
61.5 33.7 
53.0 29.7 
52.7 29.7 
57.2 32.1 
71.0 39.5 
94.6 51.8 
108.0 75.2 
212.0 111.2 
217.0111.5 
Si GaAs 
57.2 750 
56.7 745 
59.0 627 
72.0 589 
97.2 525 
127.5 411 
195.0 323 
187.0 364 
121.0 461 
74.6 360 
55.4 626 
47.3 648 
47.1 654 
50.8 638 
62.4 605 
81.0 533 
108.0 430 
172.0 381 
170.0 344 
398 840 
385 835 
363 817 
326 779 
265 715 
159 601 
77 513 
110 554 
191 651 
277 750 
333 816 
351 838 
355 844 
342 828 
313 795 
248 723 
183 620 
113 571 
82 534 
- 
Si 
518 
505 
483 
446 
3 85 
279 
197 
230 
31 1 
397 
453 
471 
475 
46 2 
433 
368 
26 7 
233 
202 
- 
Temp. 
(OK) 
328 
326 
337 
353 
303 
418 
46 8 
453 
408 
5 65 
338 
329 
327 
333 
347 
373 
411 
456 
46 8 
Note: 
* 17.6 Mev 
Characteristics given a r e  corrected for radiation, temperature, and 
illumination, 
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Figure 9. I-V Curves for 0.4-AU Mission 
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i.1. OFF-NORMAL INCIDENCE OPERATION OF SOLAR CELLS 
One of the solar-cell a r ray  cooling techniques described later in the report  
involves tilting a flat solar  panel with respect to the incident solar illumination. 
The current output of cover-glassed silicon cells has been measured as a func- 
tion of angle of incidence of illumination. The relationship is a cosine function 
f o r  angles up to about 60° off -normal incidence and may be approximated by the 
cosine function of an angle (1 + N) 8 where N varies from 0.05 to 0.10 for angles 
greater  than 60'. Angle  of incidence data have not been reported for  gallium- 
arsenide so la r  cel ls ,  therefore it will be assumed that the current  output of these 
cells also varies as the cosine of the off-normal incidence angle. 
1. CONCLUSIONS 
Inspection of the tabulated I-V curve characterist ics and the plotted I-I' 
curves makes evident the superior performance of the gallium-arsenide solar 
cell a t  higher temperatures. .Also e\-ident is the extreme power degradation due 
to high temperatures. Mechanical techniques which will  lower the operating 
temperature of the solar  cells from that experienced by a thermally-uncontrolled 
solar-cell a r r a y  are a necessity for the 0.291-AU silicon mission and the 0.09- 
AU gallium-arsenide mission. 
of course,  increase the power conversion efficiency for missions where the tem- 
perature is not high enough to completely eliminate the power output from the 
solar  array. 
The same o r  s imilar  cooling techniques would, 
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Figure 11. Predicted I-V Curves fo r  8 . 6  Percent  Efficient Galliuni- 
Arsenide Solar Cell at IO-Sun Intensity 
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Figure 12. Predicted I-V Curves for 8.6 Percent Efficient Gallium- 
Arsenide Solar Cell at 5-Sun Intensity 
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SECTION IV 
THERMAL CONTROL METHODS 
Thermal control of the solar-cell a r r ay  is required to maintain a r r ay  con- 
struction materials within an acceptable design temperature range, and to main- 
tain a temperature range for  the so la r  cells which resul ts  in the desired a r r ay  
power output. Since the a r r a y  materials may be capable of withstanding temp- 
e ra tures  much higher than that a t  which the cell efficiency reaches zero ,  the 
thermal analysis was performed primarily for the purpose of producing the de- 
s i red  array power. The assumption was made that the a r r ay  rna-terial are not 
affected by the resulting temperatures. The resul ts  of the thermal analysis may 
be used for the selection of solar  a r r a y  systems based upon trade-off considera- 
tions of power, cost ,  area, materials and other appropriate factors.  
A. TEMPERATURE CONTROL TECHNIQUES FOR NEAR-EARTH 
TRAJECTORIES 
At near-Earth trajectories,  solar-cell a r r ay  temperatures (for non- 
spinning ar rays)  have been minimized by the use of three techniques: 
The application of a low solar absorptivity ( g ) ,  high-emissivity 
( z )  finish such as a white paint on the panel rear surface in order 
to maximize heat rejection and minimize absorption of any in- 
cident solar energy. 
The application of a thin, fused-silica cover to the bare  solar  
cell to obtain high effective cel l  emissivity and particle ir- 
radiation protection. 
The application of a low solar absorptivity, high-emissivity 
finish to the cell side of the a r r ay  in the areas not covered 
by cells. 
Often the silica covers used on the bare  solar cells are coated with multilayer 
interference films. The multilayer coating se rves  three purposes: (1) to 
maximize solar energy transmission over the response range of the cell ,  (2) 
to protect the bonding cement and cel l  from ultraviolet energy, and ( 3 )  to lower 
the cell  temperature by dropping the absorptivity through selective reflection of 
so la r  energy outside the response range of the cell. 
Two types of glass f i l ter  covers  have been widely used for  silicon ce l l s  whose 
response range is from 0. 4 to 1 .1  microns. 
portion of the solar spectrum below 0.4 micron. 
Blue f i l t e rs  re ject  the ultraviolet 
Blue-red fi l ters a lso re jec t  
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the solar  energy spectrum below 0.4 micron, and, in addition, reject  infrared 
energy between 1 . 0  and 1.5 microns. Sime the thermal improvement achieved 
by the use of blue-red filters is often offset by their higher cost  and reduced 
transmission, blue f i l ters  are more commonly used. 
gallium-arsenide cells is from 0, 4 to 0. 9 micron: blue-red filters for use with 
these cells therefore require a narrower bandpass design in order to obtain op- 
timum thermal characteristics. Glass filter covers normally have an additional 
coating on the exposed face which minimizes reflection of solar energy by the 
glass over the cell response wavelength range. A comparison of the thermal 
properties of various cell,  f i l ter  glass  combinations is given in Table 7. 
The response range for 
The use  of special finishes on the inactive areas of the cell side of the a r r ay  is 
related to the array packing fraction $ {the ratio of total cell a r ea  to total a r r a y  
a rea)  which, in practice, is rarely greater than 0.9. %'bite paint o r  Rokide f in-  
ishes have been frequently used to coat the inactive area; these have anE of 
0.15 a t  best. A more recent development is the Lise of a second-surface mir ror .  
This type of finish consists of metallic silver, vapor-deposited on one surface 
of fused silica. The silver is overcoated by a vapor-deposited layer of inconel. 
The material is bonded to the inactive array areas with the si lver side down. 
The solar absorptivity of the second-surface m i r r o r  is from 0.05 to 0.10, a 
considerable improvement over white paint. 
While tbe techniques used for near-earth trajectories remain useful, additional 
thermal control techniques are required to maintain acceptable a r r ay  temperatures 
as the vehicle approaches the Sun and the solar constant increases. Several 
methods of thermal control have been studied for sun-vehicle distances varying 
from 1 . 0  to 0. 09 AV. Four such thermal control methods a r e  presented in the 
following paragraphs. Figure 13 illustrates the relationship of solar intensity 
versus  time from launch for  sun-earth elliptical trajectories of 0.51, 0.4 ,  0.291 
and 0.09 AU perihelions. 
B. THERMAL CONTROL BY TILTING THE SOLAR ARRAY WITH RESPECT 
TO THE SUN VECTOR 
Figure 14 illustrates the thermal analysis model of a flat a r r ay  which can 
be tiited with respect to the Sun. The tilt angle ( 9 )  is defined as the angle between 
the panel normal and the sun vector. Thermal calculations were performed vary- 
ing the following three parameters: 
e Tilt, &?.@e 
e A U  from Sun ( o r  number of eolar constants) 
( i i / C )  value for the solar cell. 
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Figure 13. Solar Intensity I'ersus Orbit Time for Sun-Earth Elliptical Orbits 
Two ( Z / E )  values were selected; 0 . 7  as representative of a narrow bandpass 
blue-red filtered cell,  and 1.1 as representative of a cell covered with glass 
having an anti-reflective coating. These values characterize the extreme bounds 
of <S/Z) values for  state-of-the-art glass-covered cells. 
Figures 15 and 16 show a r ray  temperature as a function of number of solar con- 
stants. 
of number of solar  constants. Tne t e m ~ r a t u r e  c ~ i r v e s  indicate that as the tilt 
angle increases,  the temperature decreases;  the most significant reductions re- 
sulting for tilt angles of 60 and greater.  The power output curves indicate that 
as the tilt angle is increased, the power output is reduced in the range of 1 to 1 0  
solar constants. Above 10  solar constants and over specific ranges of tilt angle, 
Figures 17 and 18 show array power sutpct per unit cell area as a function 
0 
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Figure 14. Thermal Analysis Model of Flat Array with One A x i s  Rotation 
with Respect to Sun Vector 
power output increases as the tilt angle increases. It should be noted that these 
power values, which are based on Is, being cos 6 dependent, are optimistic a t  
the higher tilt angles since reflection may lower the power output to zero at 
8 2 85', depending on filter characteristics. 
The calculations were performed assuming that the iT of the a r r a y  is not a 
function of the tilt angle. However, even black paint exhibits angle dependency 
to some extent. Solar cells with multilarer interference coatings are angle 
sensitive. Xeasurements of at angles approaching 90 are very difficult 
t o p r f o r m  aceurately. In order to perform the 0.09-AU mission, tilt angles of 
60  and higher would be required. Therefore, the following factors should be 
considered for design application of the tilting array:  
0 
8 As the number of multilayer interference layers applied to 
the cell cover glass increase, the G dependence upon angle 
becomes greater.  More design information is re uired on 3 
values for filtered cells at angles greater than 60 , 
8 
?? Au+cmztic: pGBitioiik,ilg of *,e zrxiy at the dei;fred G.i-1g1c 1 -  - - 2 - L '  11llg"L 
be accomplished by sensing array temperature, cell voltage, 
o r  current,  o r  a r r a y  power output, If temperature were used 
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as the controlling parameter,  the power output xvould be 
directly related to the results of the thermal calculations. 
These are dependent UPOR the accuracy of 72 as a function 
of e . Environmental proof testing of the a r r a y  would re- 
quire a Johrlson-matched, collimated solar  source. 
If operation a t  the maximum power output is desired, the 
a r r a y  design materials m u s t  withstand temperatures  up to 
550°K without degradation. 
The configuration of the payload/solar-panel system must 
be such as to minimize the exchange of reflected solar  
energy, especially at high solar-constant values. 
0 
0 
T-ABLE 7 .  THERJZ4L PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS SOLAR-CELL 
ARR3 I' CO XSTR UC TIOS 35-4 T E RL4 LS 
Ide ntifica t ion 
White Paint 
White Vitreous Enamel 
Black Epoxy Paint 
Bare Silicon Solar Cell 
Xarrow Bandpass Blue-Red Filter 
on Gallium-Arsenide Cell 
Solar Cell with Blue Fil ter 
Silicon Cell with Blue-Red Filter 
Second-Surface Mirror  (fused 
Solar 
Absorptivity (G  i 
0.15 t o  0 .25  
0. 25 
0.93 
0. 81 
0.62 
0 . 7 3  
0. 68 
0.05 to 0.10 I I 
silica with vacuum-deposited 
silver) 
C. THERMAL CONTROL USING A DEPLOYABLE SUN SHIELD 
Thermal 
Emissivity ( T )  
0. 87 
0. 88 
0.93 
0.40 
0. 83 
0. 83 
0. 33 
0.83 
Figure 19 illustrates the thermal analysis model of the sun-shield con- 
figuration. The system consists of a fixed-psiiitii ae!ar=ce!! u r a y  mmmtl!y 
oriented to the Sun, and a muitiiayyetT, fijeLGi:fi;-foil s a  shie!c! which em be de- 
ployed parallel to the a r r a y  when required. The ,sun shield is composed of "n" 
layers  of thin metallic foil (such as titanium to withstand the high temperature 
application) which are physically separated to produce the insulation effect de- 
sired.  The shield is perforated with a regular hole pattern that permits a fixed 
37 
Figure 15. Array Tempcrature as a Function of Tilt Angle ( 0  ) and 
Solar Intensity for Silicon or  GaAs Cells ,  = 0 . 7  
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Figure 16, Array Temperature as a Function of Tilt Angle ( 8  ) and Solar 
Intensity for Silicon or  GaAs Cells, = 1.1 
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Figure 18. Array Power Output as a Function of Tilt Angle and Solar Intensity 
for Gaiiium-Arsezicie Cells, (K) = 1.1 \ T / eel: 
percentage of solar energy to be passed to the solar array. Nearly uniform il- 
lumination of the array a t  reduced solar intensity is achieved by proper relation- 
ship of the hole size and spacing, and by displacement distance of the deployed 
shield from the array. 
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Figure 19. Thermal Analysis Model of Flat Array with Deployable, 
Intensity-Reducing Sun Shield 
The sun shield remains in the stowed position until the power output of the sun-ori- 
ented a r r ay  begins to drop due to the increasing temperature at  higher solar con- 
stants (refer to  Figures 17 and 18; Figure 17 indicates a deployment intensity of 8.4 
solar constants for a selected design point of 500°K). At this t ime, the shield is de- 
ployed parallel to the panel and the effective a r ray  illumination is reduced. Figures 
20 and 21 show ar ray  temperature a s  a function of number of solar constants, and 
Figures 22 and 23 show ar ray  power output per solar-cell a rea  for the deployed 
s>ie!d csnfiguratisn. A ser ies ~?fcwves  rrre disp1ayed whirh a r e  functions of: (1) con- 
figxriticr?fatter (6)  h e t _ ~ ~ : e e r ? s r ~ ~ y  ~ n d  sun shield: (2) number of sun-shield foil lay- 
ers (n), and (3) percentage of sun-shield hole a rea  which passes solar energyto the 
a r ray .  Configuration factor i s  defined a s  the percentage of thermal energy leaving the 
a r r a y  that strikes the sun shield. Figure 24 illustrates the relationship of 6 with 
a r r ay  size and array/sun-shield spacing. 
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Figure 2 2 .  Array Power Output for Gallium-Arsenide Cells a s  a Function of 
Solar Intensity, Configuration Factor,  and Sumher of Shield 
Layers (Eight- Percent Shie Id-Hole Area) 
The general  trends of the temperature and power output curves a r e  as follows: 
0 Temperature decreases  and power output increases  a s  the sun- 
shield/array spacing distance is increased (decreasing @). 
0 Temperature decreases  and power output  increases 
as the number of sun-shield layers  (n) increase. 
shield layers  produce nearly the same resul ts  as an in- 
finite number of shields. 
0 As the percentage of hole area in the shield is increased, 
more power output is produced UF tc! approximately 40 solar  
constants. For soiar cofistzzt v ~ l u e s  hieher - than 40, the 
higher percentage hole case produces less power output. 
Decreasing Cp is more effective than increasing n. 
Ten 
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Figure 23. Array Power Output for Gallium-Arsenide Cells as a Function of 
Solar Intensity, Configuration Factor, and Xumher of Shield 
Laye r s  (Ten-Percent Shield-Hole Area) 
The deploying shield design has several advantages over the tilting array design. 
One significant advantage is the elimination of the angle of incidence problem, 
all thermal calculations being performed for normally oriented surfaces. How- 
eve r ,  analytical and experimental investigations on sun-shield hole design would 
be required to insure that the proper illumination level is achieved at the a r r ay ,  
and that no intense solar spotting results. A t  high solar-constant values, 
patterns of bright spots and shadows may produce undesirable thermal gradients 
on the array.  Overlapping of the incident solar  energy from the shield 's  holes 
is desired to produce approximate uniform illumination. The increasing de- 
co:Emaeion af the gaits r a p  &t increaei-- so;ar conetat *&tions he$e &- 
+-:- ,,~. ---.:*-. *ll..-:--&:..-. 4.L.. - - I - -  ___^__  -s L L -  - & ^ I  L L : - l  _ - A _ _  -c - L 1 - 1 - l -  m u  u A f d A  urii;y of iiiuiuurawwii OE we B W I L U  u I  I ay ii LUG btai wiuuicsam VI BLIAGIUB 
is not large relative to hole size and thermal gradients through the stack of 
shields do not cause significant misalignment. 
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Figure 24. Configuration Factor as  a Function of Normalized Spacing 
Distance Between Solar-Cell Array and Sun Shield 
D. THERMAL CONTROL OF SPINNING CYLINDRICAL ARRAY BY 
VARYING THE ARRAY PACKING FRACTION 
Figure 25 shows the thermal-analysis model of a spinning cylindrical 
array.  
pendicular to the sun vector. Only the lateral a r ea  of the cylinder is used for 
the cel l  a r r ay ,  leaving the top and bottom surfaces available for internal thermal 
control of the vehicle. Blue-filter gallium-arsenide solar cel ls  are used and the 
inactive a r r ay  area is covered with second-surface mirrors ( a low 5, high Z- 
finish). The inside surface of the a r r ay  is thermally insulated from the vehicle 
interior. 
The vehicle is spin-stabilized' so that the spin axis is maintained per- 
Calculatiom were performed to determine a r r a y  temperature (Figure 26) and 
a r r a y  power output (Figure 27) as a function of number of solar constants and 
packing fraction ( 6  ), the ratio of solar cell  area to total a r r ay  area. The 
curves show that as p is decreased (less solar cells, more second-surface 
mi r ro r s ) ,  temperature and power output per tuL@ array --ea decrease imAS 
approximabiy i soiar cons'wib. For salai- coiis'ait ~ A i e a  grea%r t f ; ~  ?, 
the power output generally increases as 6 is decreased. However, the level 
of available maximum power continually declines for decreasing p. 
clearly shows both the advantage and disadvantage of decreasing the packing 
The curve 
~ ~ ~~ 
*Extended Pioneer 
SPIN AXIS t 
SOLAR CELL AREA o= TOTAL 4 R R A Y  A R E A  
iWSULPTED k R R A Y  
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c: 0 :O c = 0.83 
Figure 25. Thermal Analysis Model of Spinning Cylindrical A r r a y  
fraction. The advantage is obtaining a r r ay  power output at high solar-constant 
values (beyond 0.3 AU); the disadvantage is reduced power output at near-earth 
positions for  the low 9 values. The cylindrical a r r ay  is the simplest  thermal- 
control system investigated and compares favorably with the flat a r r ays  if  limited 
power is required a t  near-earth positions. If a system were devised to obtain 
a high packing fraction at near-earth positions and a low packing fraction at near- 
e m  positions, the cylindrical array would be more attractive. One way to ac- 
complish this objective wouid be to & s i p  small cell  modules with one side of 
high 8, and the other side of iow 3 .  The modules would be inset into cavities 
on the vehicle side and would rotate lSOo upon command at the desireci trajeckry 
position. 
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Figure 26. Array Temperature for Silicon o r  Ga4s Cells  as a Function 
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Figure 27. Array Power Output for Gallium-Arsenide Cells as a Function 
of Solar Intensity and Packing Fraction ($  on a Spinning 
Cy1 indr ic a1 A r r a y  
E. THERMAL CONTROL USING A HYBRID SYSTEM OF ARRAY TILTING 
AND CY LlNDRlCAL MIRROR 
' 
From both power output and thermal considerations, the method of tilting 
the solar  a r r a y  off-normal for near-sun missions is very good. However, as 
the angle between the a r r a y  normal and the sun vector approaches 90' (as would 
be required for  thermal control during very near-sun missions) other problems 
will occur. The power output characterist ics of solar cells a t  grazing sun angles 
is not well known and the appropriate experimental programs would be extremely 
difficult to perform. Therefore, a practical approach might well be a hybrid 
syskIii ificorpora~iig thz k---*;t- mf n- a-ms-1-w t i l t  n y r c t n r n  nnd D raflnotixio E ~ T E -  
4,- thr, nhnrnn+nr iot inc  nf n r \ l n r  ~ n l l c  ~ p p  l ~ ~ p l 1  hnnwn a t  m r n v j n n  nnplp,r 
LGLLI .  UAAAbG b l L G  b L L C A I - C b A A U C I c I o  "& u v & u I  VILCY -*- .."-- ----..-- -- e----- 6 ---- 
f f i l lGLILI)  U L  CLAA C A A A 6 U L a L  C A L U  Y J O L k l l 4  UIIU cc * ~ L L I Y C L . V  U J  
of up to 60°, i t  would be advantageous to have the a r r ay  operate a t  normal 
orientation a t  1 solar constant, tilting off to an angle of 60 a t  some chosen point, 
and then fully tilting and receiving reflected solar  energy beyond this point. 
0 
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From Figures 17 and 1" (array power output as a function of solar  intensity for 
gallium-arsenide cel ls) ,  i t  can be seen that the maximum power per  cell a r ea  a t  
1 X C  varies betxeen 10. 3 a ~ d  1 2  wattsjft '  at z e r o  tilt angle. 
factor of 90 percent and a required paver mtput  per panel of 50 watts, the re- 
quired panel area is '762 square inches. 
Assuming a packing 
,4 reasonable upper temperature l imit  for gallium -arsenide solar  panels is 
500°K. 
a tilt angle limit of 60' limit the maximum number of solar constants to 10. 5 
(corresponding to operation a t  0.31 AU).  Under these conditions, the 762-syuare- 
inch solar a r r ay  is generating 93 watts of electrical  power. 
0 
From Figure 18,  it can be seen that a temperature limit of 500 K and 
A t  nea r - sm distances: the solar panel must travel to full t i l t  (8 = 90') in o rde r  
to preclude panel temperatures higher than 500°K. This requires that the solar 
a r r ay  be illuminated by reflection from a cylindrical mirror. A t  this location 
(AU = 0 . 3 i j  the mi r ro r  is sized for an array power output of 50 watts. The so tar  
reflectivity of the cylinder is assumed ta be 90 percent. F o r  this situation, the 
required projected area of the reflector to the solar vector is given by: 
where 
P = required power output (50  watts); 
S = solar constant at 0.31 AU (9.45 w a t t s h ' ) ;  
q =cel l  efficiency (8% , equivalent to  1 solar constant 
p = reflectivity of cylindrical mirror  (0.90). 
at 323'K); and 
If the 762-square-inch solar a r r ay  is made as a square,  i t  is 27 .3  inches on 
a side. 
ref lector  of the same length: 
The following relationships can be se t  up from Figure 25 for a cylindrical 
x =  - Ap = 2.69 inches L 
A R =  = 3 . 9 5  inches 
cos  yt - cos 'YZ 
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Figure 28. Cylindrical Mirror  Geometry 
where 
A = 7 3 . 6  in2 
P 
L = 27.4 in. 
71 = 20 (assumed) 
Y2 = I S  (assumed) 
R = radius of cylindrical mirror.  
0 
" - 0  
Thus the required radius of the cylindrical mi r ro r  is 3. 95 inches for  an actual 
reflecting surface of a r c  y2 - yi. 
The problem of the reflector temperature at near-sun missions w a s  also in- 
vestigated. The method used to keep the reflector reasonably cool is shown in 
Figure 29. The energy balance equatinr, fc r  this method is given by the 
expr e 6s ion : 
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0 1- 
where 
s = 90 watts/in2, (solar constant): 
y1 = 20° = 0. 349 radian: 
y2 = 75" = 1.309 radian; 
- 
= 0. 9 (emissivity of e-xposed cylinder, non-reflector area); 
SI = 0. 9 (solar absorptivity of exposed cylinder, non-reflector area); 
E~ = 0 . 1  (emissivity of reflector area of cylinder): 
G2 = 0 . 1  (solar absorptivity of reflector area of cylinder); 
CJ = Stefan-Boltzmann constant. 
- 
Substitution of these parameter values into the energy balance equation resul ts  
in a v a l u e  of (T) equal to 538'K. 
SUN VECTOR 
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Figure 29. Cylindrical Mir ror  Cooling Method 
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The iiiultilayer foil insulation 
calculation. 
thermoelectric generator (RTG \ programs have given effectix-e emissivity values 
of 0. 003 with no degradation dur ing  life tests. 
as assumed to be perfectly adiabatic for  this 
High temperature measurements on these foils from radioisotope 
The cylinder used for  this calculation was assumed to Le isothermal which is 
reasonable for an aluminum cylinder. Weight can be saved by using a tube but 
wall thickness will have to be a trade-off as a function of the resulting temp- 
e ra ture  difference ac ross  the tube. The reflector temperature of 538'K should 
resul t  in no material  problems for the highly reflective coating. This vacuum- 
deposited coating has been developed to have a solar  reflectivity greater  than 
90 percent. The coating is also characterized by low values of emissivity; thus 
the 6 value of U. i was chosen. 
Figure 30 shows the geometric spacing of the system. 
inches on a side,  the fof'lo\ving geoxerr ical  relationships can be v, ritten: 
For  a solar  panel 27.5 
Solving equation (1) for  (a) 
27.4 - R cos 15' - b tan 50" a =  r tan 60-  
Substituting the expression for (at into equaiim ( 2 1  m d  solving for (b) ,  
s in  20" 
R tan 60' tan 60' tan 50" - - cos20= 
27.  4 cos 15" 
i sin 1sG - R 
tan 50' 
tan 60" 
b =  
1; 
b = 3.8 inches (for R = 3. 95 inches). 
The spzcing (D! between the array and the cylinder is given by: 
+ R cos 20 R sin 20' 
tan 50' 
D = b +  
= 10. 7 inches. 
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sensing device, the tilt angle bemeen 0.34 and 0.22 AL' could be made a gradual, 
constant-temperature movement, hitting a switch at the 60 point which would 
actuate the full tilt movement. 
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Figure 32. Array  Power Output for  Hybrid Gallium-Arsenide System as a 
Function of Solar Intensity and Array Angle, ( . ) ce l l  = 1.1 
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The pow-er output of the hybrid gallium-arsenide sys tem is shown in Figures 31 
and 32 for two different solar  cell G / c  values. The previously calculated power 
and size numbers used the solar cell  6 . Z  value of 1.1 as a base but Figure 17 
shows the gain in a r r a y  power output for an  (3r'/C value of 0.7 which is the 
lowest posslbie limit. 
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Fieure 31. Arrav Power Output for Hvbrid Gallium-Arsenide Cell System as a 
Function of Solar Intensity and Array Tilt Angle,  = 0.7 
0 
Figure 3i is based n ~ l  a maximum til t  angle of 60 and a maximum allowable 
panei i.eiiiwrZWe of 500 K. 
to the Sun (tilt angle of 0'). At 0.34 AU the mi81 temperature reaches 500 K 
and the ratio of power output to solar  cell are8 is 30 W a t t d f t 2 .  At this time the 
panel tilts to an angle of 60 to the Sun, COOIS appreciably, but maintains the 
power output approximately constant. At 0.22 AU the temperature again reaches 
500°K and the panel tilts to 90*. If the tilt  angle were controlled by a temperature 
0 From 1.0 to 6 . 3 4  X'v' the pmel is oriented normal 
0 
0 
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SECTION 
SOLAR- ARRAY PARAMETERS 
SOLAR 
FOR 
PROBE MISSIONS 
FOUR 
A. SOLAR-ARRAY PARAMETERS FOR THE 0.4-AU MISSION 
The spin-stabilized Extended Pioneer solar probe is assumed to  have a 
cylindrical solar-cell a r r ay  n-ith cii-cular c ross  section. The spin axis of the 
p r o b ~  is cwncident with the cylinder axis and is perpendicular to the sun vector 
during the duration of the iN-day  mis2ioi-i. Solar c.c.l!s a r e  mounted only on the 
lateral  cylindrical surface, a r e  ic good therrrral contact with the high-conductivity 
a r ray  sub st rat^ material ,  and a r e  ihvrmally insulated from the remainder of the 
spacecraft structure.  A conservative value of solar. cell  G,k ratio of 0.95 was 
assumed and ar ray  output power i ~ a s  calculated on the basis of watts per square 
foot of active cell area,  so that packiilg factor could be varied (as  shown in 
Table 9). 
Both the silicon aiid gallium-arsenide solar-cells considered a r e  one-by-two 
centimeters in a rea ,  txels-e mils thick,and have nine mils of Corning 7’940 fused- 
silica cover glass for irradiation protection and high thermal emissivity. The 
charged particle f l u s  degrades the siiicon solar  cell about 20 percent during this 
six-month mission, but does not affect the gallium-arsenide cell power output. 
Applying the performance calculation procedure described in Section III, the 
ewironment-degraded output power density for gallium-arsenide and silicon 
soiar cel lswas calculated at numerous points along the probe trajectory and 
plotted in  Figure 33. The two power plots represent the output at  the maximum 
power point of the solar cell  I-V curves. In order to realize this power, a maxi- 
mum power-point-tracker circuit wodd have to be used in  the power supply sub- 
system. The maximum power-point t racker  i s  a pulse-ividth-modulated device 
which allows the power-conditioning subsystem to utilize maximum power capa- 
bility of the solar-cell a r r ay  by forcing the subsystem to  operate on that point of 
the a r r ay  output characterist ic (1-1’ curve) which produces the largest current-  
voltage product. Another feature which may be incorporated in the power supply 
subsystem allows operation from a point on the a r r ay  I-V curve which produces 
jus t  the amount of input power required to supply the load demand and power 
strpp!y losses. This feature minimizes ciissipatio:: of mused power when the a r r ay  
capability exceeds total pou-er demand, aidirg in t he  reduction of system operating 
temperature, The solar cell operating temperature a s  a function of days in the 
trajectory i s  also shown in Figure 33. 
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Figure 33. Maximum Power Output of Silicon and Gallium-Arsenide Solar 
Cells Versus Orbit Time for 0.4-AU Ex-tended Pioneer Trajectory 
Inspection of the power ciensity curves shows that the gallium-arsenide a r r ay  
has its minimum power a t  the greatest  sun-probe distance, which occurs at the 
day of launch. The silicon ar ray ,  because of charged-particle irradiation damage 
to the solar  cells,  has a minimum output a t  the end of the mission (l8@ days). 
Therefore, the size of the a r r ays  must be such that the required output power of 
55 watts is supplied a t  the t ime of minimum ar ray  capability (day 0 for gallium 
arsenide and day 180 for silicon). 
The use  of a maximum power-point tracker would supply a greatly increased 
power demand near perihelion, if the  spacecraft experiments o r  communications 
required an added number of watts a t  this time, Both the gallium-arsenide and 
silicon a r r a y s  can fulfill the mission power requirements, although the gallium- 
arsenide a r r a y  can provide greater  power a t  the closest  sun approach. 
Table 3 presents the a r r a y  s ize  (square feet of active solaxwell area),  cost  of 
solar  cells, weight of a r r a y  and power available at perihelion for gallium- 
arsenide and silicon solar a r rays ,  designed to provide a minimum of 55 watts 
of output power during the 180-day mission. 
I C  3 P-- The weight of the a r ray  is based on the values of I, ii i b e ~ r i -  1ui a si!izo:: arrzy 
and 1.30 lbs/ft2 for a gallium-arsenide a r ray .  These values represent a reason- 
ably good design which has been achieved in practice with a 0 . 9  packing factor. 
A l l  a r r a y  components including cover glass, cells ,  panel substrate, thermal 
emissive coating, electrical components and mounting hardware are represented 
in the a r r ay  weights, 
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TABLE 8. SILICOS XSD GALLITZil-ARSESIDE SOUR-CELL ARRAY 
PARAMETERS FOR 3UXIXl-3l OX-TPUT OF 55 IYATTS 
DURIXG 0.4- AT-- 1IISSIOS 
1 
L Perihelion Active Cell Area Cost of Solar Array 
j Power , on Cyl. Array , Cells-1968 , Weight 
I 
(watts) (ft2) ' (thousands of S) i (lbs) I 
I t I I i Silicon I 86 12.8 j 29.7 I 14.2 
I 
' Gallium Arsenide ' 140 13. 8 64.0 1 17.9 
Cost of the solar  cells is based on a budgetary estimate for  production quantities 
of cells manufactwed in 1968, hax-iing the efficiencies specified in Section IX. 
rsing the a r r ay  power versus  probe-sun distance cun7e (Figure 27), the total 
a r r a y  size and packing factor were determined for  the spinning cylindrical 
a r ray  for  sun approaches of l e s s  than 0.4 A'IJ (Extended Pioneer mission). Table 
9 presents the calculated silicon and gallium-arsenide solar-cell a r r ay  sizes and 
packing factors .  The gallium-arsenide cells may be used f o r  rnissiorts haviag a 
0.15-AU perihelion and silicon solar cells could possibly be used for sun approaches 
as close a6 0.2 AU. 
For  the silicon cells,  the operating temperature was limited to 450'K at all calcu- 
lated sun approaches by varying the packing factor. At this operating temperature, 
the efficiency of the silicon cell is two percent. Since trajectory information was 
not available for  sun approaches closer than 0 .4  AC, charged-particle irradiation 
damage incurred beyond 0.4 AC was neglected. 
TABLE 9. ARRAY AREA AS A FUNCTION O F  DISTAXCE OF CLOSEST S L I  
APPROACHES FOR GaAs AND SILICON SOLAR-CELL SPINNING 
CYLIhDRICAL ARRAYS 
~~ 
I 1 
1 Packing Active Cell Total Array 1 
! GaAs i Si ' GaAs I Si ~ GaAs j Si 1 
I i Factor 1 Area (ft2) Area (ft2) I I 1 Closest Sun Approach ! 
(AQ 1 I I 
c i 
I I , 
0.40 ' 0.90 , 0.90 13.75 '12.75 I 15.3 14.2 
0.25 0.80 0.25 13.75 12.75 ' 17.2 j 51.0 
0.20 0.50 0.10 13.75 12.75 27.5 127.5 
0.15 0.20 , - 13.75 - 1 68.8 1 - 
0.30 0.90 0.50 13.75 12.75 15.3 i 25.5 , 
I I 
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B. SOLAR-ARRAY PARAMETERS FOR THE 0.51 -AU MISSION 
The 0. 5l-AV Advanced Pioneer solar probe h a s  a flat panel solar-cell 
a r r ay  which i s  maintained normal to the sun vector during the entire 360-dag 
mission. This a r ray  orientation can be used to provide a mxximum power/array- 
area ratio because a t  the closest sun  approach of 0.51 A t T  the a r r ay  operating 
temperature is only 468°K. At this temperature, both silicon and gallium- 
arsenide solar cells have a power output. Silicon conversion efficiency a t  this 
temperature is ahoat one percent and gallium-arsenide efficiency is about 3 . 5  
percent (see Figure 3 ) .  
The s i m e  soiai.-c.ell $ / F  :-z?ic (0. Sj5)3 p3cking factor (0.9), and cover glass thick- 
iiess ( 9  mlls) as those of the 0.4-AL- probe are  spec~fied for this mission. 
silicon solar-cell power output was degraded ahout '33 percent by the charged- 
particle flux encountered over th i s  one-year mission, while the gallium-arsenide 
sol;ir-cell power output was not affected. Therm:il radiation from the rear side of 
the solar panel \vas assumed at  an emissivity of 0.88. 
The 
Vsing the solar-cell power output calculated in  Section 111, the power density 
(watts per square foot of active solar-cell a rea)  f o r  both silicon and gallium- 
arsenide solai- cells \ e r s u s  days i n  the trajectory a r e  plotted i n  Figure 34. A l s o  
slimvn i a  the solar-cell lemperature 1 e r sus  time and the p o ~  e r  density versus time 
fc,r a h~br i r l  ari-; iv consisting of a 70-percent quantity of silicon cells and a 30- 
percent quantity d ~:~ l l iu rn -3 r se ix (~ r  cells. A l l  three p o ~ e r  deiis:ty curves repre- 
sent the m,iximum ;>(mer output of the a r r ay  and would require the use of a maxi- 
mum poner-point ti-,tcker to i.eali7e this output. 
Xininiuni power output for the  silicon a r r ay  occurs at  the end of life (360 days) 
and at  the greatest  sun-probe distance (230 days) for the gallium-arsenide a r ray .  
Consequently, t h e  a r r ay  was sized to provide the required output of 285 watts a t  
the time minimum output occurred. 
By combining both silicon and gallium-arsenide solar cells in a hybrid a r ray ,  a 
f latter curve can be obtained for the available a r r a y  power versus  time data. A 
more sophisticated power conditioning system would be required to integrate the 
t ~ o  Coi;Iri!>utio!ls from the hybrid m:iterial array.  
Table 10 presents the a r r ay  size (square feet of active suliir-ce!! area) ,  cost of 
solar cells, n-eight of a r r ay  and maximum available power at perihelion for the 
silicon, gallium-arsenide, and hybrid a r rays .  The data presented in t h i s  table 
is based on a r r ays  designed to produce 3 minimum power output of 285 watts 
during the life of the mission. Basis of weight and cost is the same a s  for the 
0.4-AI' mission. 
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Figure 34. JZaximum Power Output of Silicon and Gallium-Arsenide Solar Cells 
Versus Orbit Time for 0.51-AT: Advanced Pioneer Trajectory 
TABLE 10. SILICOX, GALLKX-ARSEXIDE, ASD HYBRID SOLAR-CELL 
ARRAY PARAMETERS FOR MISIML3l OUTPL-T O F  285 
WATTS DLRLNG 0.51-AU MISSIOS 
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C. SOLAR-ARRAY PARAMETERS FOR THE 0.291-AU MISSION 
The 0.291-,4C ,::h.-anced Pioneer solL:r probt uses a flat-panel d a r - i c l !  
a r r a y  with 9 mils of fused-srlica cover g!3:> shielding ~ n d  a maumLim pov.ei-- 
point t racker  i n  order  to obb in  mzumurn available p o u t r  from the a1-i <ty d U r i : - g  
the entire 350-day mission. A value of C/Eratio of 0.; IS specrfled for the solar  
cells, w t h  thermal emission from both sides of the solar  cell panel. 
Charged-particle f l u s  is insufficient to  degrade the shielded gallium-arsenide cell 
power output, but the silicon solar cell degrades about 30 percent during this one- 
yea 1- miss  ion. 
Based on the solar-cell ouiput pouer calculations described ic Section III, ;he po~ver  
density plots show that the gallium-arsenide arm:; can resdil~q s~lpply  the 29.5- 
w-att rnisslrjii power recpirernen? with normal solar-panel orientation, but the high 
temperature a t  the near-sun approaches causes the silicoii ecii ef fk isncy  to drop 
to zero.  The simplest technique which will reduce the a r rnr  temperature suffic- 
iently to :i11on. silicon solar cells to operate dur ing  the entire mission is tilting 
the solar panel with respect to the sun y;ector. V i t h  a n  :~ngle of 60  degrees 
between the a r r a y  normal 2nd the  sun Ywtor,  t h e  silico11 a r r a v  i1.111 produce a 
min:mum of 5 . 5  wat t s  per  s y u u e  foot of active solar cel. area.  
Table ?i  prese!:ts the a r r a y  charactcr,stic- calculaied for  the 0.291-2.1- mission. 
The g ri 1 i i urn - a I- 5 e 11 de a r r a  y mri i 1; t:i I E 5 1: o rm;i 1 o i* i tr ii ta i i on t I? rough ou t t he  m I s s 1 on. 
I ts  s i7e  I S  determined by iir; mininium p m e r  output, nh~c'h O ~ T L I ~ S  at the  t ime of 
launch, 
mission. A hybrid :irray consisting of a 50-percent qunntity of gallium-arsenide 
cel ls  and a SO-percent quantity of silicon cel ls  will provide the required "55 watts 
with normal orientation and the least  array size and weight. A packing factor of 
0.9 \vas assumed for each array.  The a r ray  w i g h t s  a r e  1.1 sad 1 . 3 0  pounds 
per square foot for the silicon and g:\llium-arsenide a r r ays ,  respectively. Solar- 
ce!! cnsts  a r e  based on the guidance budgetary estimates used for the  missions 
p !-t..l-i clii s 1 y d e sc ribed . 
The silicon a r r ay  has an incidence Jygle of 60 degrees thi-oughout the 
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Figure 35. &Iuimurn Power Output of Silicon and Gallium-Arsenide Solar Cells 
Versus Orbit Time for  0.291-AL Advanced Pioneer Trajectory 
TABLE 11. SILICOS, GALLIEM-A4RSESIDE, AXD HYBRID SOLAR-CELL 
ARRAY PXRA4METERS FOR RIIXI3IUXI OUTPllT O F  285 
WATTS DURIXG 0. Z ~ I - A U  mssros 
, 
Perihelion Active Cell Area , Cost of Solar Array 
Power on Array Cells - 1968 ! Weight* 
, (watts) (ft2) , (thousands of S) i (lbs) 
i 600 ~ 3 3 . 5  7 8+ 1 41.3 
I 1 Silicon Array** 
GaAs Array*** 1 665 
(50% Si, 50% GaAs)  
27. 6 129 I 40 
I I 
Hybrid Array*** 32 8 27 .2  95 i 36.5 
I 
I 
, I 
I 
* Array Weight fo r  Packing Factor = 0.5  
**Incidence Angle (8) - 60' 
*** h'ormal Orientation with Respect to Sun Vector 
1 +Off -Angle Panel Orientation Mechanism Cost Not Included 
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D. SOLAR-ARRAY PARAMETERS FOR THE 0.09-AU MiSSlON 
The 0.09-AL- Adwnced Pioneer solar probe encounters the most severe 
environmental iactors of r h e  fulii- missions cocsidered in this report. Because of 
the close sun approach (0.09 AF), the operating temperature of t h e  flat-panel 
solar a r ray  is so high (50OoK),  that the silicon solar-cell efficiency is completely 
destroyed, even with the application of the a r r ay  cooling methods discussed in 
Section IS. With the use of the most effective of the four cooling techniques con- 
sidered (the hybrid system using array-tilting and cylindrical mir ror ) ,  a gallium- 
arsenide a r ray  is capable of supplying the required -385 watts for the duration of 
the 350-d2y mission. 
The charged-particle f lux encountered by the vehicle on the 0. 09-AU mission is 
grea te r  than that encountered OD any of the other three probe trajectories,  but 
still  not enough to degradv the  performance of a gallium-arsenide so lar  cell wirh 
9 niile of fased-silica cover-glass shielding. 
- -  
Assuming an a/€ ratio of 0 . 7  for the array (which s h o d d  be a practical value at 
the time of the 0.09-XU probe lsunch) and a packing factor of 0.9, the size of the 
a r r ay  to supply 285 watts W A S  determined. 'CTsing the array-tillingjcylindrical- 
mir ro r  method of temperature eoi>tro! described previously, it can be seen from 
Figure 36 that the minimum a r ray  output-power density occurs a t  the greatest  
probe-sun distance (day 140). 
square foot of active solar cell  a rea ,  specifies an a r ray  containing 25. -1 square 
feet of active cell area.  Thc packing factor of 0.9 then defines a total a r ray  size 
of 28.3 square feet. 
The minimum power density of 11.2 watts per 
A t  perihelion, the a r r ay  has  rezched 3 maximum operaring temperature of approx- 
imately 543' K and will supply 558 S-atts cf output power. As with the  other three 
solar-probe missions, a maxxnum power-point t racker  would be used to obtain 
the  predicted power. 
A r r a y  operating temptrarure and array output-power densit>- a r e  plotted as 1 
function of t imt in the 0. tl.9-AU trajectory i n  Figwe 36. 
the gallium-arsenide pamimeters for a minimum output of 285 watts during ;he 
25i)-day mission. 
mission is b:ised ~ i i  thy guitlaiit*c> hudgeLi'y cd imate  of $7.311 per cell  for 1970 
yxt!u:t i~~!?.  -4I-t-a- ue;g!:t assunit 's  3 p ~ ~ k i ~ g  i ~ c l o rof 0.9 and 1.30 pounds per 
i:' 9: t r \ t p ~  - i r ray a w a .  
Table 12 presents 
The co5t of the galiium-z-rrst.nide solar cells used for this 
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Figure 36. Maximum Power Output of Gallium-Arsenide Solar Cells 
Versus Orbit Time for O.O9--4U Advanced Pioneer Tra-  
jectory. 
TABLE 12. G4LLIIIM-ARSEXIDE SOUR-CE LL ARRAY PARAMETERS FOR 
MIXII\TUXI OUTPUT OF 285 Vi-ATTS DCRLKG 0.09-AL- 3IISSIOS 
I , Perihelion , Active Cell Area Cost Of Solar Array 7 i 
I  1 Power on Array Cells - 1970 Weight 1 
1 1 (watts) (ft2) 1 (thousands of S) , (lbs) j 4 1 GaAs Array i 558 2 5 . 4  98. 3 , 36.8 
1 , Si Array (Environment too severe for  Silicon) 
I 
i 
6 5  
E. SUMMARY OF ARRAY PARAMETERS FOR THE FOUR SOLAR MISSIONS 
X comparison of the relative meri ts  of silicon and gallium-arsenide 
solar-cell a r r a y s  for t h e  four Pioneer solar-probe missions discussed in this 
report i s  presented i n  Table 13. A hybrid a r ray  consisting of both gallium- 
arsenide and silicon solar cells is also compared t o  silicon and gallium-arsenide 
a r r ays  for the 0.51- and 0.291-AU missions; advantages of this type a r r a y  a r e  
negligible for  the 0.4-AU mission and silicon solar cells will not produce power 
during the entire O.OS-,rt'L; mission. 
The a r r ay  characteristic2 presei,tcd iii Table 13 a r e  perihelion power output, a r ray  
pon7t.r density, a r r ay  power-to-weight ratio, and solar cell cost-per-watt ratio. 
The perihelion pou.c'r output is the predicted maximuin amilable  a r r a y  pou e r  out- 
put. For every a r r a y  considerrd, this power output i s  greater  than the design 
pou-er of 55 watts for the Extended Pioneer mission and 285 watts for  the Ad\-anced 
Pioneer missions. 
The a r r ay  power density i s  defined a s  watts of a r r ay  output per square foot of 
active solar-cell area.  
calculated for the point in each trajectory when the solar a r ray  output is a minimu-m. 
The values of power density shown in Table 13 a r e  those 
Array power-to-weight ratio is defined a s  watts of a r r ay  output per pound of ar ray  
weight. The 3 r m y  power is that power required by the mission (either 55 o r  285 
watts). A r r a y  weight is tlii. tot31 M-eight of the a r r ay  including panel substrate, 
wiring, blocking diodes, shielding and bonding components, solar cells  ana con- 
tacts,  thermal coatings and supporting hardware. The weight of thermal control 
equipment, (where applicable) is not iiicluded. 
The solar  cell cost-per-watt ratio is defined a s  the estimated cost of the bare 
solar  cells purchased in production quantities in 1968. per watt of a r r a y  power 
output, based on either 55 or  263 watts of a r r ay  power. Cost of cells for the 
0.09-AU mission is based on an estimate for 19'70 production. 
Each a r r a y  compared in the table consists of i x 2 centimeter solar cells, 
1 2  mils  thick, having 9 mils of fused-silica cover-glass shielding. Efficiency of 
the silicon cells is 10.3 percent for  a cover-glassed, module-assembled cell  at 
303'K air-mass-zero condiiiuiis. 
8.6 percent for a cover-glassed w!! 8t :?WCK air-mass-zero conditions. The 
a r r ay  packing factor,  defined a s  the ratio of total active solar-cell a rea  to totai 
a r r a y  are;i, i s  0.09 for each a r r ay  in Table 13. 
E f f i c i e ~ y  of the gallium-arsenide cells is 
66 
A l l  power predictions were obtained by using the calculation procedure described 
i n  Section III. Consequently, these predictions a r e  limited in accuracy by the 
validity of the basic assumptions made. Greater  confidence in  the ability to  
design optimum solar-cell a r r ays  for the severe-environment solar-probe missions 
can be realized when the resul ts  of presently unreported experimental data silctl 
a s  the effects of high-illumination intensity, high temperature, and extreme 
ultraviolet irradiation are obtained. 
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SECTION 
DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR THE 
GALLIUM-ARSENIDE SOLAR ARRAY 
Investigation conducted during the gallium-arsenide solar-cell study program 
has shown that, fo r  the set  of solar-cell properties known and exTrapolations 
used, the use of gallium-arsenide solar cells is very promising for  near-sun 
probes. The Development Plan presented here  defines the logical, experimental 
effort required to produce solar-array pon.er supplies for  use in solar  missions. 
Some of tile f i rs t  arcas io be investigated include determination of short- and 
long-term properties of solar cells. cover glasses.  and adhesives ( i f  used) at a 
variety of solar intensities, temperatures,  and electromagnetic and particle 
radiations. 
Because the vast majorit? of solar-array programs hs\  e been concerned with 
orbits in the vicinity of earth, veiy little test  data has been reported for near-sun 
environmental simulation; some so-called high-intensity simulation tests assumed 
linearity of the veq -  factors whose linearity was to be investigated. 
Some areas  of uncertainty can be explored initially in relatively inexpensive 
short-term measurement and study progrzms using cells now available. Other 
areas of uncertainty will require considerable effort in material derelopment. 
cell production-line reinstatement, and cell development. 
to  determine esisting cell perforniance are recommended for imiiiediate investi- 
gation; these programs constitute Phase I of the Development Plan. RCA i s  
currently preparing a proposal fo r  submission to S.L\EX-.-lRC recommending task 
A of Phase 1. The resul ts  of all of Phase I will determine lvhether further effort 
in the subsequent phases is warranted. 
Four limited programs 
Phase II of the Development Plan consists of the intensive investigation and 
development of the gallium-arsenide material, solar  cell, and associated a r r ay  
components (cover glass.  optical bandpass filter. reflective and anti-reflective 
coatings, transparent adhesives, substrate materials, blocking diodes. etc. ). 
Also included will be a development to minimize the i r reversible  damage done to 
some existing gallium-arsenide cel ls  when maintained at temperatures of 175'K 
to 575-K for  moderate durations. 
arsenide solar  cei is  and z u e i l i q -  components cap'lhlt? nf mst2ined high tempera- 
effort; the selection of covers. filters 'and adhesive techniques which yield a 
minimum of overall environmental degradation is the bal'ulce of the Phase II goal. 
Pilot production of high-efficiency gallium- 
ture  operation wouLu ' ' '----g I I U ~ C ~ G ~ ~ ~  " - -  *---11+ I c u u A c  frnm t h e  -_._ ~ v r ~ y k  pprfol-med during Phase 11 
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Phase IV of the De\ c>lopment Plan follows the award of a hardware contract fo r  
the design, prcduction. .md testing of flight moclel sol:tr-cell ai-rays for use GII 
:I particular solar  mission. 
The De\ elopnieiit Plan schedule (Tahle 1-1) is 1i.isc-ci on serics-sequencing of 
phases :md. to :I l ~ r g e  xtent. s t ~ ~ i c ~ - s e c j u c ~ ! ~ c . i ~ ~ ~  oi t:isks \\ilhiii each phase .  
This \z :IS cione t u  tiliiiimize risl; ( : I S  presc !iti> i1:idc rstooc!) zt the cxpcnsc of t i i m  
\Vlien the m a ~ o r  de \  elopiiieiit prohleIns :ire I X ~ J Y C  1 ~ 1 1 )  :t'ialj zed. ai aecelerxtecl 
schedule e m  i w  defined. Thus, i t  is pl;uinerl to use the results of the Phas t  I 
(Task -4) effort to define an  '' :iccelerateti" De\ elopment Plan conipatiiile \i ith 
ear l ie r  1 .tuiic he s . 
The following p31-3g1-aphs pesent  detailed descriptions of each phase of the 
development plan. 
A. PHASE I :  INVESTIGATION OF SOLAR-CELL AND SOLAR-CELL- 
ASSEMBLY CHARACTERISTICS 
In this phxse it is proposed to  pcrforni :I limitcd :imount of testing oil t ! ~ c  
smnll stock ol g:illium-ar.cnide cells xhich .we currently a\ ai1:djle. 
of the phase is to obtain sufficient ciata of rc.isoii,d)le significmce from the 
a\ ,t ilnbl e gal liu i n  -:irsenitlt cells. * 
The in~c~t: :  
1 Testing of Solar-Cell Performance Churacteristics 
*An accurate measure oi high-intensity. high-temperature output charac- 
ter is t ics  of existing silicon a i d  g:illiuni-arsenide sol:ir cells  c:in be obtained bj 
plotting the I-\- c u n e s  of thc cells :it intensity iiicrci?icnts up to  at least  the  
q u i \  3lent oi 1 0  suns. 
the relrttive intcnsirj le i  r l .  
lor se1 e1-d teiiiper,itures tip to tht point nherc the sol:ir-cc>ll efficiency qqx-o:xhes 
.A c:<lii,i-Atiaii tcchniqne milst be  applied that u-ill define 
1-T' c~i-7. i's :it e.ii.11 intensit! level should be plotted 
Once t h e  inientoi-y is consumed. the sz:ir~-up of :i prociuction line \vi11 have to 
be undertahen. :~nd  niatei-izi m d  cell de\ elopment \I ork re:ictiv:ited. lxfoi-c 
more cel ls  are available. 
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zero. Xir-mass-zero I-l’ curye short-circuit currents ,  and series resistance 
measurements of the cells will be recorded hefore and after the high-intensity 
testing to  detect possible performance degradation. 
Solar cel ls  with different grid spacing configur:ilions \vi11 be tested and con?pared 
with theory to  determine the optimum grid spacing as a function of soiar  
irradiance.  
The resul t  of this measurement program would be a calculation procedure, based 
on measured data, which would permit the accurate extrapolation of silicon and 
g a11 ium -arsenide so 1 ar -ce I1 -output character is t ics  to the high -te rnpe rature , high - 
intensity. near-sun environment. 
2. Determination of Temperature Effect on Fi l te r  and Cover-Glass Assembly 
rind Determinotion cf Fi! ter Chnrocteristics on C e l l  Temperature 
In order  to sceurately determine the fezisibilit\- of uriiizing gallium-:irsenide 
solar  cells for solar  prohe miss ions  three effects should he exaniined: These are:  
(a) The effects of high temper3ture on t h e  ahsorptix-it!- 2nd emissirit)- 
of the gallium-:irsenide cell complete \\-ith fi l ters find cover glass.  
This should be done for multiple temperatures from 273-K through 
5 7 3  K. 
The effect of angle of irtcidence on the absorptivity and emissivity of the 
cell assembly at elevated temperatures should also be  determined. 
This experimental information n.ou!d increase the :iccuracJ- of the 
ieiapei-amre c!t?tern:izntior, of the solsr arr.o!-. 
n? is s ion 5 ,  BC cu ra te  det e r m  in  zt i on of s ol a r- c el 1 t e ifi p e r at u r e i s e s senti a1 
for poner  output predictions. 
Another 3rea of u n k n o m  effect at high temperatures i s  the stabilization 
2nd adhesion of multilayer anti-reflective coatings and cutoff f i l ters 
on the coyer glass. 
is a basic requirement at elevated temperatures.  Poor adhesion at 
elel-ated temperatures n-ould result  in higher than expected cell tem- 
peratures.  This tes t  n.ould be designed to substantiate this adhesion 
reliability and, i f  failures occur, to explore the failure mechanism. 
This should also be done for  silicon cel ls  up to about 4‘73-K. 
For  solar-probe 
(11) 
The adhesion of anti-reflectiL-e and filter coatings 
( e )  &An accurate performanee evaluation of the effect of optimizing cutoff 
and bandpass fi l ters for gallium-arsenide cel ls  is also desirable. 
would be clone for txio o r  three near-sun missions. 
and handpass fi l ters on so la r  cell temperature could then be verified. 
With the results verified from sueh 3 study, the optimum cutoff and 
bandpass x\ avelength for \. arious missions n-ould be determined. F o r  
near-earth missions this f i l ter  variance has a negligible effect on cell 
temperature. 
and the degree of effect should be definitely determined. 
This 
The eiiect of cutoff 
For  near-sun missions this is probably not the situation 
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3. Annealing of Charged-Particle Irradiation Damage in Solar Cells 
In\.esrig:ttion cori&ictt.tl during the study i J ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ l > 1  hCts ck!e~-n:iied that 
proton m c f  electron bon~Ftai*cinient of silicon solar cells i n  the missions studied 
pi-oduce estensiL e ciamage (up to 35-psrceiit pon e r  ctecrease 7,; ith silico1i L C ~ > ~ X -  
cells having 9 mils of fuFeci-silica shielding): however. the damage to galliuni- 
arsenide solar  cells is negligible if these cel ls  a r e  protected with the same 
9 niils of fused-silica shielding. 
investigated in the a rea  of annealing of defects: this takes place at a ra te  clirectly 
related to  temperature. 
Severtheless, both types of ce l l s  should Iic) 
R e c ~ ~ t ,  reports have described the partial ,ulnt.aling of electron damage to silicon 
cells ;is a result of storing the solnr cel ls  at high teniperstures (-173 E;) af ter  
room-temperature bombardment of the cells. 
Rt.comrnendstions a r e  made for t h e  I'olioQ-ing tests: 
Electron bombzrdment of galli.lim-ai-senide and n-on-11 silicon so1~~2 '  
cel ls  iihicle the cel ls  are m3intained a t  selected temperatures: (3,tl. 
die. *-a. 473, 523. and 573 K: the last two \-alues are for gallium- 
arsenide only). The bombardment should h e  ca r r i ed  out at three 
different rates. in  order  to permit extrapolation from the usual rapicl 
bombzrdment of solar cells it1 the laboratory to the much slower. 
actual-environnlent process. 
Proton bon?hardment of gallium-arsenide md n-on-p silicon solar  
cells. ni th  cell temperature 2nd hombarclment ixte 1 ai-izihles a s  
abo\e. Resul ts  of this program nould sho\i: (I) \xheiher silicon 
could not h a v e  usefulness. and ( 2 )  .r\-hether the reported high- 
tempei-,-ture annealing ma? be treated 3s a net decrease in radixtion- 
induced clegradstion rates.  
.> - .> I *,o 
4.  Revision of Development Plan 
Should the utility of gallium-arsenide so la r  ce l l s  continue to  be encouraging, 
Phase I1 of the De\-elopment Plan u i l l  be recomniended and Phases  11, ID, and 
IV \vi11 be redefined based upon the results of Phase I. 
The Electronic Components and De\.ices Division of RCX is no longer engaged in 
research  and development of gallium-arsenide solar cells. Therefore. the 
gallium-arsenide solar-ceii prociuction facilities ii;r\e kei i  disixar;t!zd mr! per- 
sonnel reassigned. 
t ime required to i-c>-org:inize and re-equip for this activity. 
completion of tes t  \\-or\< in Phase  I. ri detailec? De\ clopment P1:~n {v,<th cost 
included) for Phase I1 \\-ill be suljniitted as prtrt of the Ph:zse I1 effort. 
As :I result. iiiv schrdde f ~ i -  t!:~ Dcxic!spment P!m s!?~\v-s the 
'il'ith the successful 
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B. PHASE I I :  DEVICE AND MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT 
7 .  Solar C e l l  Development 
The goal in tnis phase uf the Deie lopixe~t  Plan is to  prod1~ce gallium- 
arsenide solar cells and modules e-uhibiting long-term stable operation at tem- 
perztures  approaching 5 7 3 -  K. Efforts towards increasing the power 
conversion efficiency of the cel ls  will be undert&en. Optimum grid-size and 
spacing will be redetermined and production processes  developed. Investigations 
of vapor deposition and pressure contacting of cover g lass  to  the solar  cell will 
be performed for the purpose of eliminating the cover-to-cell adhesive. All 
production processes \$-ill be determined ‘and production equipment will be 
installed and operated. 
tion of reproducible gallium-arsenide solar cells  capable of operation in a solar  
probe mission. 
The result of this part of Phase I1 will be a piiot produc- 
2. Auxi l iary  Component Development 
The following ausiliar? components for the solar  modules will be developed: 
(a) 
(b) Cover glass,  
( e )  Optical filter coatings, 
(d) 
Cover glass  to solai--cell adhesive, 
Thermal coatings exhibiting high emissil-ity and low absorptivity 
charactelist ics for the inactive 3rez of the solar panel surface, and 
Solar cell interconnecting leads and solder (selection based on the 
combination ivhich results in stable lon--resistance salues and at 
high a d  lo:\- temper2tures). 
( e }  
3. Environmental Test ing of Solar Cel ls ,  Solor Modules and Module 
Cornponen ts 
Environmental testing will be performed on the so la r  cells, cover glasses,  
optical f i l ters,  and cover-glass adhesives. These tests will be performed indi- 
vidually and with the components assembled in modules. Where applicable, 
optical transmission and current-\-oltage relationships will be measured both 
before and after the ioiiowing eiii-ii-eiixeztd tests: 
!a) High temperature /vacuum test, 
tb) Charged particle ii-r~dintion,’t!i.ermal-\-acuum tests  (accelerated- 
annealing effects on cells ,and cover g lasses  included), 
Cltraviolet irradiation/thermal-vacuum tests (accelerated), and (c) 
(dj  Vibration, acceleration, and shock tes t s  on modules. 
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4. Revised Development Plan for Phases ill ond IV 
C. PHASE I I I :  SOLAR PANEL DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, AND TEST 
2. -4mlysis :ind Design Optimization 
(2) soiar-cell size, thickness, g - i d  sp:~cing, and efficiency range 
(h) CoITer glass material and thickness 
Cvnsicteration will be gi\ en to the folloLving factors: 
(1 1 
( 2 )  
Tr.ans;,nlissii-itj i ei-sus time in en\ ironment. 
\vt-ight eficsct oi i.hei-m:il eipmsioii  coefficient on t h e m i d  
s t re s se ,i . 
13) Rackition +ic>lding for cells.  
( 11 R:iciistion tlegr~idation oi trxnsmissivitj-, and 
(5) Self-ndhcsion to cells. 
( c )  Cover-glass /solar-cell adhesive 
Consideration \vi11 he giien to the snme material and thickness 
fnctors :is for the cover glass. 
.md cell coi-rosinn eifect will be auialyzed. 
Iii addition, the adhesion strength 
( 8 )  0plic:il f i l ter  
Considc~r.ition nil! be gi\ c’n to ?he foiioiving f x t o r s :  
( l i  . lnti-rt~ilection ti  . I \  cle:~gth. 
( 2 1  Cut-on :t\ elcngth, 
( 3 )  Cut-off \\ ;ivelength, 
(4) Optical reflectix:ity and transmissivity shift uith angle of 
incidence, m d  
t 3) T o t d  reflection angle. 
Solar cell to substrate adhesive 
Consideration will he given to the thermal stress influence of 
material and thickness, and to the long-term thermal and radia- 
tion effects on flexibility of adhesive. 
Sub str at e 
Consideration will be given to iveight. thermal conductance, and 
the exqxmsion effect on solar  cells over the specified temperature 
range . 
Electrical design of a r rag  
-4rray diode and harness design 
Design of temperature-control coatings for the panel 
Design of the array thermal control subsystem 
Thermal model analysis of solar-array/spacecraft interfaces. 
Design specifications 
Drawings 
3. Fabrication of Full- o r  Partial-Scale, Solar-Array Pre-Prototype 
with Thermal Control Subsystem 
Qualification Level Environmental Test of Solar-&Array Pre-prototype 
Tes ts  will determine the current-voltage characterist ics under 
several selected solar intensities, angles of incidence, and tempera- 
tures  before and after the following environments: 
(a) Thermal-vacuum, 
(b) Ultraviolet irradiation during thermal vacuum, and 
(e) Vibration, acceleration, and shock. 
4. 
d. n--:- U C b L E j l l  =LU ..-A I & L A C & A W & W L A  h-;n-+inn nf V I Prntntype * v - - -  S~lar-.Array System 
6. Qualification Level Environmental Test of Prototype Solar Array 
The solar-array prototype will be subjected to the follouing environ- 
ments: 
(a) Therm al-vacuum, 
(b) 
fef Vibr&tion, acceleration, and shock. 
Ultraviolet irradiation during thermal-vacuum, and 
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0. 
7. 
8. 
9. Pi-ocui-enient, Fah-ieation, ;unci -Assembly of Special Test 
Deli\ el-y of Prototype Solar-Array System 
Design of Special Test  Equipment (STE\ 
E y uip 1x1 exit ( S T E ) 
Re\ ised  Deyelopment Plan for Phase IV 10. 
PHASE IV:  DESIGN, FABRICATION, AND TEST OF FLIGHT-MODEL 
SOLAR-ARRAY SYSTEM 
Phase IT '  of the Development Plan ivill consist of the  io1lowing opcrZrisiIS: 
1. 
-7 -. 
3 .  
4. 
- 
3.  
6 .  
7 .  
8.  
9. 
10. 
11. 
1'. 
1 3 .  
14. 
15. 
Fins1 design. 
Prepsrstion of final parchase spe>cificzttions for coixpcnents and 
as se niblie s , 
Procurement of components, 
F abric at ion of c oinponent s, 
Assembly of solar panel subsystem, 
Assembly of thermal control subsystem. 
Performance testing of subsystems, 
-A s s e nib 1 y of solar - a r  r q s y st em s , 
En \ I r o n  ment a1 xcc e pt anc e testing of s 01 31'- a r r a y  s y st  e m s . 
De'iix el>- of solar-arra_v systems, 
Design of ground support equipment (GSE), 
Procurement of GSE components, 
Fabrication of GSE, 
Testing of GSE, and 
Delivery of GSE. 
TABLE 14. DEVELOPMENT PLAJ 
ination of Fil ter Character- 
2. Auxiliary Component Development I /  j I I i 
3. Environmental Testing of Sotar Celts, Solar Modilies, I1 i 
PHASE III - Solar Panel Design and Test  
A Phase I completed 
A Wase JJ completed 
1. 
2. 
From the completion of each phase to the start of a subsequent phase 01 
Included in Solar Cell Development is the t ime required to re-eqaip a p 
and cell improvement; and to set-up a pilot production line. Two t ime 
the other estimate (dotted line) shows the estimate which applies if mat 
maining schedule for the tasks  is based upon the optimistic schedule es A i a -me XI co=pieted 
3. The cd!y item of hardware delivery shown on the Development Plan is ' 
for testing will be made available at the request of NASA-ARC. 
4. Phase IV t i m e  span is undefined at this  t ime since the number of flight I 
Months From Sat I 
Iha D r n t d v n u l  Ca1-r A r - n - 7  C ~ , r t . , m  
-b L L"'Y..Jy* ""*'&I "JY'U'". Unulever, d! rrtmp!es ea%! 
models is not known. 
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APPENDIX 
OPTIMUM GRID SPACING 
I 
Solar-cell optimizations have been primarily concerned with near-earth 
environments. For the solar-probe missions the level of sun irradiance in- 
creases as the inverse square of the distance from the Sun. For the 0.09-AU 
mission the s u n  irradiance is 123 t imes the near-earth level. This large in- 
crease can have a marked effect on solar-cell poxver output levels, and will re- 
sui t  in a high current  developed ii~ the diffused layers of the cell. I t  can be 
easily seen that as  this current level increases aver its l-AZT value, much more 
power is dissipated in the cell (12R), and less power is supplied to the load. This 
is due to the sheet resistance of the diffused layer of the cell. 
loss can be minimized by placing a conductive grid structure over the solar cells. 
U s e  of the grid structure reduces the length of the conduction path and consequent- 
ly decreases the sheet resistance in direct  proportion to the number of grids.  It 
was first thought that there would be an  optimum grid number for  the cell for  each 
perihelion. Upon observation of the maximum power output versus  orbit  time 
(Figure 34) the limiting p o w e r  for  the gallium-arsenide cell was found to occur  at 
1 AU. Thus, the design point for the optimum grid number was chosen at the 
beginning of the mission. 
This resist ive 
The effect of high sun irradiance is presented in a report  by Berman and Ralph.* 
For sun irradiances of 1 to 5 Langleys. an 11 to 15 gridded cell  w a s  found to be 
optimum. However, when an 11 and 26 gridded cell were illuminated with 42 
watts/cm2, the efficiency and power output did not vary markedly. 
gridded cell was more efficient than the 11 gridded cel l ,  but the difference w a s  
less than 1 percent even at the higher illuminations. 
The 26 
Based on Berman and Ralph's work on high-intensity multi-gridded cells and in 
view of the fact that the limiting power of gallium-arsenide cel ls  occurs a t  1 AU, 
i t  appears that the l x  2 ern cell  should have 7 to 15 grid lines for  optimum 
operation. 
A - i  
